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from the publisher

Are You Ready for the Shape of Your 
WRITING?

In our August issue, we intro-
duced a new section: WRITING 
TIPS. These are tips, articles, sug-
gestions all designed to help you 
with your writing. 

While these are mostly de-
signed for new writers, you 
would be surprised to see how 
many established writers make 
the same simple mistakes. The 
reason for this is that once 
we get comfortable with the 
process, we tend to glide over 
simple mistakes. Our eyes get 
lazy, and we see only what we 
wish to see. 

This is apparent in many ways, 
and the reel question you should 
ask is how obvious errors are to 
your eyes. Like the two errors in 
the previous sentence. Did they 
jump out at you?

Grammatical nuances are also 
difficult for many writers. The 
use of commas is another with 
some authors strictly following 
guidelines, while others ignor-
ing all but the most basic of 
punctuation. Who is correct? It 
depends on who is reading. Or is 
it whom? 

In our many interviews, most 
authors say they tend to write 
everything first and then edit 
carefully. When asked why, most 
answers have to do with getting 
stuck endlessly editing a section 
rather than working on finishing 
their manuscript.  Finishing a 
manuscript is the enemy of most 
writers. Complacency, stagnancy, 

frustration, self-doubt, self-loath-
ing; these all play a part in work 
not getting finished. And if you 
do not finish your work, you are 
not really a writer, are you?

If this makes you feel bad—
don’t. We are all guilty of this 
at some point in our lives. Like 
so many authors, I have binders 
filled with stories started, ideas 
for novels that fizzled after the 
first chapter, books that reached 
the two-third mark and idled in 
apathy with the author no longer 
enthralled by the premise. 

Perhaps I will finish these 
at some point in my career, I 
remind myself. Or perhaps these 
bits will be fodder for critics after 
I am no longer alive, especial-
ly if I can produce at least one 
smash-hit! 

Or perhaps my heirs will go 
through the contents shaking 
their heads at what the old man 
was thinking before discarding 
the contents and keeping the 
nice leatherette binders.

Like thieves in the night

We write because we have to 
write. It’s not a want. It is a ‘have 
to’ obsession, playing with ideas, 
words, and tying it together with 
research, angst and passion. Like 
thieves in the night we develop 
and hatch, scheme and connive, 
manipulate reality to suit our 
ends and maybe, just maybe, 
find that what goes on paper is 

actually darn good, our ‘fix’ if 
you will. For the moment. And 
then we find another nugget 
that attracts our attention.  
At least, that is my excuse. 
What’s yours?

“You should write because 
you love the shape of stories 
and sentences and the creation 
of different words on a page. 
Writing comes from reading, and 
reading is the finest teacher of 
how to write.” — Annie Proulx

This issue features USA Today 
bestseller Ann Charles, teacher 
turned children’s author, Diann 
Boehm, and gamester and au-
thor, Tim Ahrens.

Short Stories from S.A.A Rivzi, 
Joshua Packard, and Tyree 
Campbell....

Write well.

William Gensburger
Author/Publisher

SUBSCRIBE TO 
BOOKS & PIECES MAGAZINE 
It’s FREE: http://bit.ly/BPMAIL

and
SUBMIT YOUR STORIES
www.BooksNPieces.com
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SHORT STORY

Blue Baboon
by S.A.A. Rizvi

A man, not so good-looking, made a fist and slammed the 
reception desk at the airport.  
 “Look, I demand a window seat,” he said. 

“Sir, all the window seats are 
booked. I’d be happy to give you 
the seat next to a window seat 
but at the moment, it’s quite im-
possible,” the receptionist said. 

Suraj Singh, male servant of 
Badal Mian, the famous law pro-
fessor at Cambridge University, 
listened to the English rattling in 
his ear. 

“Sir, what’s wrong?” Said Suraj 
Singh to Badal Mian. 

Badal Mian, who had brought 
with him Suraj Singh to go 
along to London for purposes of 
housekeeping, sighed. An expla-
nation would warrant an effort 
at translating into Hindi what the 
man had said, and besides, Badal 
Mian didn’t desire any attention 
direction toward him at this 
time. Something twitched some-
where in his body and he turned 
to stare at Suraj Singh who had 
given him a tonic at home before 
they left which would give them 
both a sort of spiritual protec-
tion from evil spirits that might 
haunt the plane and cause it to 
fall onto land. 

Suraj Singh, when the recep-
tionist called the two of them 
to the fore, threw the big box 
he’d taken in place of a suitcase 

onto the weighing scale. The 
receptionist’s voice was so laden 
with disgust at Suraj Singh, who 
had oiled his entire head with 
mustard oil and combed it so 
that his hair parted right in the 
middle, that Badal Mian had to 
go toward the receptionist’s ear 
and whisper that Suraj Singh was 
accompanying him to London, 
or wherever the hell Cambridge 
is. The memory of his village 
pricked Suraj Singh’s mind as he 
practiced some English words 
he’d acquired at home just for 
this occasion. He formed his 
lips to say, ‘Hello, how do you 
do?’ to the reception lady but 
something in him didn’t allow 
the words to come to his tongue. 
He bent his spine to lift his big 
box and straighten and align it 
against the metallic wall of the 
reception but ripped his too-
tight coat when he bent a little 
further to catch a glimpse of the 
world beneath the reception la-
dy’s skirt. Embarrassed, he stood 
again and looked laughing at 
Badal Mian who had simply got-
ten angry at this act of impropri-
ety. Badal Mian asked his servant 
to stand away as he took both of 
their passports out and thumped 

them one-by-one on the desk. 
“This one’s overweight,” said 

reception lady with a look to-
ward Suraj Singh. 

“Suraj Singh, what have you 
put in there? Stones?” Badal 
Mian turned angrily. 

“Books, spiritual books, sir. 
And a bunch of food items, like 
bis-cuuts and gulab jamun. Want 
me to give you some of them?” 

“I want you to empty this box 
of unnecessary items right now,” 
Badal Mian said. 

“Done, sir.” 
Suraj Singh cracked the box 

open and stood whispering 
prayers. Inside the box, he’d put 
the Gita, the Quran, the Bible 
and the Torah, all wrapped in 
exquisite fashion in silken cloth, 
along with a large cassette player 
and some audio recordings of 
meditations and motivational 
talks by gurus and saints. Un-
derneath this layer lay a box of 
sweets and biscuits which Suraj 
Singh took the pleasure of de-
vouring right at that instant; he 
offered a gulab jamun dripping 
in caramel to Badal Mian but 
Badal Mian refused. 

“Chuck all the food items 
away. We don’t have any need 
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for them,” said Badal Mian. 
 “Sir, my mother packed the gulab jamuns 

for me. I’ll eat these here,” Suraj Singh said. 
“Alright, do it quickly.” 
    
Badal Mian was climbing the stone-steps up to 

their apartment when he fell and hit the back of 
his head against the edge of a step and died. Suraj 
Singh tried to call for some help, rushing onto the 
cold London streets and shouting, 

“Dead. Someone help. My master’s dead.” 
Suraj Singh wished with his thumping heart 

that this turn into a dream, a nightmare even, 
something he could awaken from, but his prayers 
wouldn’t work. He held Badal Mian’s body and 
shook the guts out of him but this only further put 
him into the yarns of trouble because now he had 
his master’s blood on his hands. 

Badal Mian’s body had become wood. Suraj 
Singh tried breathing into his mouth in an attempt 
to resuscitate him but the wicked smell of gases 
formed within threw Suraj Singh against the wall 
behind him; ‘What did he eat?’ Suraj Singh ex-
claimed. 

    
Suraj Singh had never seen a toilet like the one in 

Badal Mian’s bedroom; he didn’t appear very wise 
in knowing the correct way to sit over the ceramic 
bowl so he attempted to lift his body up and over 
the seat and to place his dirty feet over the bowl, 
sitting with his hips lifted and his knees bent. A 
smile came across his lips as he angled into the 
void beneath him and started to move his bowels. 
The worry began as he got himself tangled be-
tween wiping as the English did, or to attempt to 
fill the tiny lota sitting below him with water from 
the tap a few feet across. He wiped. But then, he 
didn’t really feel convinced with himself after he’d 
wiped, so he tip-toed, his pants sunk at his feet, 
toward the sink where he filled the lota with water. 
He turned his hands into small fists when he saw a 
bird that’d perched on the windowsill, chirping and 
whistling, a small blue-bird, the likes of which Suraj 
Singh hadn’t seen in his life. 

He settled into Badal Mian’s home, making a cup 
of tea for himself and reminiscing the moments 
of sheer joy he’d involuntarily spent in the com-
pany of Badal Mian. Turning toward the bedroom, 

Suraj Singh thought of the time his father had also 
involuntarily spent in the company of Badal Mian, 
taking care of him as if he were his own son. 

“Look, beta,” his father had said to him when he 
was just a young boy. “We are not fated to have 
the wealth and the privileges of a rich man like 
Badal Mian. We are just servants, and we hold 
ourselves in high esteem because we get to serve 
such a man of status and wealth in our community. 
A near miracle, it’d be if, by chance, we get even 
near the current status of our master. Humming-
birds can’t envision the heights falcons reach, and 
we are fated never to touch the limitless skies they 
soar into.” 

As he visualized this moment spent in deep 
reflection over their condition with his father, he 
looked into the mirror in Badal Mian’s room and 
surveyed his face in it. He resisted looking very 
deeply because, according to the saint he’d visited 
before embarking on this journey to England, it 
brought bad luck. He saw a bit of dirt of his skin 
and rushed to the nearest toilet (there were a bit 
too many in Badal Mian’s home) and washed his 
dirty face with soap. The lemony-orangey scent of 
the soap pleasured Suraj Singh and so he washed 
and scrubbed himself in the bathtub behind him, 
taking good care not to splash his dirty skin-water 
onto the woolen rug below. 

The tub had a shine on its surface, and Suraj 
Singh attempted to see the quality of its material 
by tapping it a few times. 

“Ah, pure marble,” he said. 
The blue bird came and perched over the win-

dow again. Suraj Singh wanted the bird to sing like 
it did yesterday so he formed his lips to whistle, 
and whistled until the bird sang, and this made 
him happy; at least someone in the world listened 
to this guy. 

“Here birdie, birdie,” he said. 
The bird flew. The flapping wings of the bird 

made a sound so delicate and so pleasing to the 
sensitive ear of Suraj Singh that he felt the need 
to sleep. He hadn’t had the chance to sleep since 
he’d come to this mansion because he couldn’t see 
himself sleeping a good sleep with a dead body 
lying face-up in the big entrance hall. He didn’t 
want himself facing the very real and scary world 
outside, so he sunk into the cushions on the big 
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sofa in the living room and tried 
sleeping. He startled himself 
when he slept on his right hand 
and made it stop working. His 
mind hadn’t slept; his body felt 
like someone had pushed all the 
oxygen out of it. A fear lay some-
where deep inside him, a fear 
that said he could get blamed 
for murdering his master; all the 
evidence suggested that Suraj 
Singh murdered him. The body, 
the empty mansion, the malice 
of a disloyal servant toward his 
master, had been reasons to 
doubt Suraj Singh’s credibility. A 
mirror-image to his father, Suraj 
Singh hadn’t even thought of 
deceiving Badal Mian in any way. 
But today, all the odds had been 
stacked against him. A servant, 
who’d jumped with his master 
on an airplane to London, poor, 
recently seen the wealth he 
could steal, had taken full ad-
vantage of the opportunity and 
pushed down the stairs his mas-
ter. This could’ve been the case 
forwarded by whomever caught 
Suraj Singh; provided they did 
find the dead body and provid-
ed Suraj Singh remained on the 
premises when they found the 
dead body lying face-up in the 
big entrance hall. 

And so, Suraj Singh took a 
large glass and filled it halfway 
with water and drank the rela-
tively cool liquid to invite positiv-
ity into his life. As he drank, he 
panned out all his plans of a live 
lived in England with his master 
and took to the little balcony 
where he smoked a relatively dry 
cigarette which he couldn’t re-
move from his thick lips because 
he sobbed so loud and deep 
that he forgot he had a menthol 

hanging in between. He felt 
the cool air of a foggy London 
morning on his skin and began 
to open his gaze and to take in 
the scents of the fresh garden 
springing before him. 

The mild and conservative 
people of his village would’ve 
destroyed every living cell con-
tained inside Suraj Singh’s body 
if they were given the news of 
the passing of Badal Mian. They 
had kept a close eye on Suraj 
Singh, who’d carried forth his 
dream of living in a foreign coun-
try with Badal Mian despite the 
evangelical wishes of his village 
members who considered every 
man who ever went outside the 
bounds of their village a treach-
erous villain to bring ill-fate to 
their community. 

Anyway, he searched Badal 
Mian’s room for a diary or 
something that would give him 
any information on colleagues or 
acquaintances who could come 
out and see for themselves what 
had taken place here. He looked 
inside Badal Mian’s drawers 
and found nothing but research 
papers fixed to binders and a 
jelly-like substance that, when 
Suraj Singh applied to his fingers 
and face, felt wet and slippery. 
He saw the cover of a little book 
presiding over a little box on 
which he saw the picture of a 
couple having intercourse. He 
flipped through the pages of this 
little book noticing some of the 
pages had been folded at the 
edges. The rough feel of the pag-
es that felt like a head recently 
shaven enticed Suraj Singh who 
took some time to digest the 
pictures of couples having sexual 
intercourse in various positions 

on those pages. He feared the 
presence of God. The little book 
ended and on the last page, he 
found what looked somewhat 
like a dried rose. ‘A dried rose?’ 
Thought Suraj Singh. 

“Ahem, ahem,” he said to the 
dead-body lying face-up in the 
big entrance hall. “I found a rose 
in your book.” 

The dead-body lay stock-still. 
He saw Badal Mian’s eyes, blue-
green with a tint of grey, for a 
last time, before he shut his stiff 
eyelids. A memory of himself as 
a young boy entered his mind 
when the body began emitting 
sharp odors throughout the big 
entrance hall. Suraj Singh battled 
a rabid dog in his youth and 
killed him using a Swiss knife. 
He killed the dog since nobody 
would come and do the dirty 
job of killing a dog with a bone-
deep infection themselves. A 
miracle would bring days of his 
youth back but noticing that a 
lot of time had went past him he 
swung into the present and em-
braced the venomous sting of it. 

He, too, had fallen deeply in 
love, or infatuation, or whatever 
someone decides to call the feel-
ing, once in his life with a girl for 
whom he killed the rabid dog. 
The girl ran into the neighboring 
village with a man so big and 
so tall he could fight off several 
wolves at the same time. A little 
bit of venom still poisoned Suraj 
Singh’s heart from that time, 
filling it with a subtle resent-
ment, but for the most part, he’d 
worn the feelings for the girl out. 
Every now and then, something 
would return him to the time 
when he had been in love with 
the girl, but only then would he 
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miss her deeply. 
He had taken his bike to the 

neighboring village where the 
girl had absconded, found the 
little tavern where the big man 
drank his beer, and emptied a 
blue-black pen of ink on the big 
man’s bike’s seat, so that when 
the big man sat unknowingly 
on it, his butt would turn blue, 
and he would become the blue 
baboon of the village. The big 
man having the nose of a dog, 
he conjured eyewitnesses to the 
event of the inking and followed 
Suraj Singh, who had taken ad-
vantage of the rough roads and 
biked along a trail of stones and 
dry earth toward another small 
village to hide himself amongst 
fellow commoners in a market, 
and smacked the shit out of him 
with a cricket bat, to which Suraj 
Singh had to respond by showing 
his dirty teeth in an attempt to 
scare his girl’s lover off. The news 
of the big man hitting with a 
cricket bat the butt of Suraj 
Singh was broadcast on 
local TV and radio chan-
nels, and this became Suraj 
Singh’s claim to fame. The 
big man rushed into a local 
tavern to hide because now 
the police came menac-
ingly after him, but Suraj 
Singh acted like the big 
man of the two and refused 
to press charges against 
the former big man. For a 
long time after, the streets 
became no-go zones when 
the former big man passed 
through, with people rush-
ing into their homes fearing 
the reddening of their 
butts. A couple of years 
later, people were scared 

still of exiting their abodes 
when former big man walked 
the empty streets, fearing again 
the reddening of their butts. A 
recollection of the event that 
took place years ago would bring 
fearful tears to the eyes of the 
villagers who couldn’t fathom 
going onto the streets without at 
least wearing a protective shield 
around their butts in the event 
that former big man decided to 
come again with a cricket bat 
and smack their asses. 

“Son of a bitch. He died on 
me,” Suraj Singh now said. “My 
worst fears have come true.”

Inside his heart, Suraj Singh 
knew no other way to escape 
this situation than to return to 
his homeland. He kept the little 
book he’d found inside Badal 
Mian’s drawer, put the dried rose 
in between Badal Mian’s lips, 
and went out the door. He hailed 
a cab to the airport, telling the 
cabbie to stop at a petrol pump 

where he needed to relieve his 
bladder. A small tip later, Suraj 
Singh got onto the terminal of 
the airport, and carried with 
him the box he’d brought to the 
airline reception desk, asked the 
lady there for a ticket to India 
and stepped his first step on his 
journey home.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

S.A.A Rizvi has pre-
viously published 
with Kitaab.org 
and has attended 
the MFA Creative 
Writing Program at 

The City College of New York. In 
2019, he attended the University 
of Chicago’s Writer’s Studio. He 
received a BA in Philosophy and 
currently teaches at a school in 
Brooklyn, New York. Rizvi enjoys 
soccer and cooking.
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  A CONVERSATION WITH...

Ann CharlesAnn Charles

B&P: What are the similari-
ties between archaeology, your 
youthful plan, and writing novels? 
And now that you are a successful 
author, did you retain any interest 
in archaeology? 

AC: Writing, writing, writing—
both archaeology and storytelling 
takes a lot of skill and time at the 
keyboard. The irony is that I opted 
away from being an archaeologist 
in my younger years because I felt 
like there was a little too much 
writing required. It wasn’t going 
to be near as adventure-filled as 
Indiana Jones made it seem. Now, 
having over thirty published books 
in my rear view mirror, I roll my 
eyes at my younger self. Although, 
truth be told, the overwhelming 
number of bugs involved with many dig sites, 
along with exposure to the heat and humidity 
makes writing novels in the comfort of my home 
much more appealing, especially as I grow older.

However, I do still find archaeology fascinating. 
Not so much the procedural side of the career, but 
the adventure and discovery and historical en-
lightenment that comes with digging into the past. 
That is why I have a series starring an archaeologist 
heroine. I’m living vicariously through my char-
acter, and have a lot of fun researching the past 
along with her while planning those books.

B&P: Do you approach your 
writing from a “what if” per-
spective, and how does that 
affect your non-writing life?

AC: I live in a “what if” 
world 24/7 both on and off 
the pages. Being a natural 
born worrier, “what if” has 
hovered at the fringes of my 
thoughts whether I want-
ed it to or not. I do believe 
that this mindset can be 
beneficial when it comes to 
creating stories. It helps to 
open my mind to all sorts of 
possibilities for the plot, for 
characters, as well as for the 
left-brained side of the story 
writing business. 

Take marketing. This beast 
is wily and constantly changing its colors. To stay 
ahead of the wave—or just somewhere near the 
top—you have to think forward and play out sever-
al “what if” scenarios. For example, what if I drop 
a few hundred dollars on a single ad and I don’t 
make my money back? Another example might be, 
what if I invest a lot of time and money to change 
my covers for a particular series and it ups my sales 
by 25%? Will that mean I should change my other 
series’ covers that seems to be doing okay as is? 

This also plays out with my personal life. What 
if I choose to take a weekend off and binge a 
television series with one of my kids? How will 

Ann Charles is a USA Today Best-Selling author who writes spicy, award-winning mysteries full of 
mayhem, adventure, comedy, and suspense. She writes the Deadwood Mystery Series, Jackrabbit Junction 
Mystery Series, Dig Site Mystery Series, Deadwood Undertaker Series (with her husband, Sam Lucky), 
and AC Silly Circus Mystery Series. Her Deadwood Mystery Series has won multiple national awards, 
including the Daphne du Maurier for Excellence in Mystery/Suspense. Ann has a B.A. in English with an 
emphasis on creative writing from the University of Washington and is a member of Sisters in Crime and 
Western Writers of America. 
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that affect the deadlines 
I have set in place for the 
next book release? I’ll 
stop there because I could 
“what if” us off into the 
sunset and drive everyone 
nuts.

I think it’s important to 
find ways to take a break 
from the “what if” life. 
It’s not easy, and I haven’t 
mastered that quite yet, 
but I have figured out ways 
to take breaks now and 
then. 

B&P: How do you bal-
ance writing and parent-
ing?

AC: Not well, I fear. Ha! 
Seriously, it’s tough. I have 
times when I feel like I’m 
doing a bang-up job, and 
then there’s times when 
I think I’m crashing and 
burning. 

One of the wonderful 
things about writing full-
time is that I’m home a 
lot for my kids. I might be 
sitting at my desk working, 
but if they need me, I’m 
right there. I can adjust my 
schedule to fit in a school 
event or to run them to the 
store for an item they need 
for a project.

One of the harder parts 
about writing full-time is 
that I’m home a lot with 
my kids. That means I 
might be in the middle of 
an action scene where it’s 
important to really be “in 
there” with the characters 
and one of my kids walks 
up to me and asks me if 

I’ve seen their favorite shirt, 
yanking me out of the scene. 

Mainly I try to juggle this 
career as best I can with moth-
erhood. When they were little, 
I would wait to do a lot of work 
until they were asleep. Now 
that they are older, I can fit 
writing and author business in 
while they are doing homework. 
They’ve grown up with author 
parents, so to them, things like 
traveling for weeks over the 
summer for book signings and 
hearing their parents talk about 
characters as if they’re real peo-
ple is normal.

B&P: How would you describe 
your novels in one sentence?

AC: Character-driven stories 
sprinkled with humor, mystery, 
suspense, romance, supernatu-
ral elements, and whatever else 
feels right.

B&P: What techniques do you 
use to improve your skills? 

AC: I study movies that I enjoy 
a lot. I’ll watch them over and 
over—20 or 30 or more times. 
I’m a visual learner, so it helps 
me if I watch body language, 
listen to dialogue, study setting 
for emotional effects, imagine 
directing the movie and how I’d 
move the characters around the 
set, and imagine the music that 
would be playing during a scene. 
To focus on all of these different 
pieces, it requires multiple view-
ings. During certain parts of the 
film I might try to imagine how 
I would write that on the page 
and yet keep the pacing appro-
priate for the scene. Or, I might 
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jot notes on how I would show a certain emotion 
on the page that an actor was able to portray with 
a few lines of dialogue and subtle body move-
ments. 

Don’t get me wrong, I also study my favorite 
books. I try to figure out what the author did to set 
up a laugh, to inspire me to fall in love with a hero, 
to make me really hate a villain. I note how the 
layout of words on the page can affect my mindset 
of a reader, attempting understand the cadence of 
a scene that moved at just the right speed. Note 
words chosen for showing emotions or describing 
a scene.

I don’t tend to take classes on craft. For some 
reason, that shuts my brain down. However, when 
it comes to marketing and bookkeeping and other 
more left brain leaning topics, I enjoy finding 
articles on the subjects or listening to others speak 
about tactics and their experiments. 

B&P: I’ve read that you have multiple series (5, I 
believe) running simultaneously. How do you keep 
that straight in your head?

AC: For me, keeping the different series straight 
is similar to keeping different people’s lives and 
surrounding stories separate in real life. For ex-
ample, one of my sisters has five children. When 
I talk to her, it’s like entering her story world. 
Her children and their children all make up that 
particular series. I’m able to keep who and what 
straight, at least most days. The same can be 
said for one of my sister-in-law’s family. I’m very 
interested in her children and their lives as well as 
her own life and how things are going. This is how 
I keep the different series separated in my head. 
Violet Parker from the Deadwood Mystery series 
might know the Morgan sisters from the Jackrabbit 
Junction Mystery series, but they each have their 
own whirlwind lives going on that are entertaining 
in their own rights. Sometimes one of the Morgan 
sisters will go north and show up in one of Violet’s 
stories, or maybe a character from the Deadwood 
Mystery series heads south to Jackrabbit Junction, 
Arizona for a book. This is similar to real life where 
we have many crossovers. 

However, there are tons of details that I keep 
track of when telling a story that I can forget about 

in real life 
without many 
consequenc-
es. Everything 
from eye color 
to a preferred 
perfume to 
a favorite 
drink for each 
character. This 
requires a data-
base file and—
for me—the 
help of a world 
keeper. Years 
ago, a won-
derful woman 
walked up to 
me at a book 
signing, mentioned having read my books, and 
asked if I’d like help keeping track of details within 
each series. I was thrilled to find someone who 
wanted to help with this task. Ever since, Diane 
Garland from Your Worldkeeper has been tracking 
all sorts of fine details on each book and character. 
She works for many authors now, sharing her left 
brain with several of us who write series books.

B&P: What did you do to find your storyteller 
voice?

AC: I kept 
writing in spite 
of rejections 
from agents 
and publishers. 
I didn’t change 
my mixed-genre 
style even 
though publish-
ers wanted me 
to pick one cat-
egory and stay 
mostly within 
the walls of that 
particular box. It 
wasn’t because 
I was being a 

https://amzn.to/3w4y8AP
https://amzn.to/3PrHPA1
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rebel, but rather it was due to 
accepting that my storyteller 
voice had a particular style and 
I was going to need to fine-tune 
it but stick with what came out 
on the page. This didn’t happen 
overnight. I wrote my first book 
(using old fashioned pen on 
paper) almost twenty years ago. 
I landed an agent with my fifth 
full length novel. My fifth, sixth, 
and seventh books were rejected 
multiple times before I changed 
course and formed a small press 
to publish that seventh book 
(Nearly Departed in Deadwood) 
after it won multiple awards but 
still was rejected from a large 
publisher. With each book, I’ve 
worked to improve my ability to 
tell a story. Now, over 30 pub-
lished books later, I’m still work-
ing to hone my storyteller voice. 
I think this will be a life-long 
learning process for me, sort of 
like perfecting a golf swing or 
pruning an overgrown forest into 
a beautiful park.

B&P: Do you have an agent? 

Do you self-market? How did you 
get on the USA Today Bestseller 
list?

AC: Since I’m an “indie” (in-
dependent) author, I don’t have 
an agent or a publisher to help 
get my books out to the public. 
That’s not to say it’s out of the 
question. I’ve contemplated 
taking on an agent and moving 
into the role of a hybrid author, 
but at this time that is not a path 
I’m interested in traveling. I do 
have an agent agency that I work 
with for two of my series in the 
audiobook realm. For the other 
audiobook series, I work directly 
with the narrator and we collab-
orate to create the files in audio. 

I do self-market and some days 
that can be grueling. At other 
times, I enjoy experimenting 
with different marketing and 
promotional ideas. In the mar-
keting world, things are shifting 
constantly. I’m required to learn 
new software, explore differ-
ent styles of advertising, have 
a presence on multiple social 
media platforms. Marketing 
takes up 50% of my time more 
days than not. Writers who are 
aces at marketing and promotion 
do very well as indie authors. 
They understand how to build 
a brand and find new readers 
using various marketing meth-
ods—where to put their hard-
earned dollars and what venues 
to avoid. I’ve learned a lot about 
marketing over the years. Some 
of this knowledge has come 
from reading books on sales and 
marketing, some of it came from 
watching what others are doing 
to succeed, and much of it came 
from my own experimentation 

ending in some good ROI results 
and some not so good crash and 
burns.

As for the USA Today Bestseller 
title, that came with a mixture of 
years of writing the best books I 
could and promoting those titles 
to gain readership, plus landing 
an ad in the right venue for the 
right price. It also includes a little 
bit of luck at hitting the charts at 
just the right time. Make no mis-
take, there is a lot of hard work 
needed for an indie author to 
land on the USA Today Bestseller 
list, but many have done it. 

B&P: What is a bad writing day 
like? Good writing day?

AC: A bad writing day is when I 
can barely get 200 words on the 
page, and everything that I have 
written feels flat and boring, and 
all I want to do is sit on my couch 
watching movies while eating 
Italian meringue buttercream 
frosting straight from the bowl 
by the spoonful.

A good writing day is when I 
easily crest 3000 words and the 
dialogue is funny, the narration 
is tight, and I don’t want to stop 
writing even though my body 
is starting to get tired and my 
vision is growing blurry. Oh, and 
I’m still eating that buttercream 
frosting from the bowl by the 
spoonful, but for some magical 
reason the calories are melting 
away as I type merrily along.

B&P: What is the worst part of 
being a pro writer? Best part?

AC: The worst? Besides book-
keeping, which is tedious for me 
at the best of times, probably 

https://amzn.to/3PrcgGD
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trying to juggle all of the different hats I have to 
wear when what I’d really love to do is just focus 
on writing stories. For example, in one day, I might 
work on promoting one book Online, create a sales 
invoice for a retailer’s book order, write back cover 
copy for another book, set up the schedule for our 
annual Deadwood Fan Party, create some promo-
tional products to giveaway at book signings, give a 
podcast interview, listen to a sample of an audio-
book in production, and write a couple thousand 
words for a new book. It can be overwhelming 
some days, frustrating on others. 

The best? Being able to make my own schedule 
and adjust it to spend time with my family. If I 
need to join my kids for a school event, I’m able 
to shift things around so that I can be there for 
them and then work into the evening to finish 
what needs to be done. The flexibility is wonder-
ful and has allowed me to enjoy some fun field 
trips, volunteer for class events and parties, and 
spontaneously clear my schedule to spend time 
with them going to a movie, on a hike, or even 
on a day trip adventure. I also enjoy sitting at the 
table in the morning drinking coffee with my hus-
band, sharing news headlines, and deciding when 
we want to get started working on book writing 
business. I have twenty-four hours in a day to 
accomplish what’s on my to-do list. I love that I can 
choose when I do what.

B&P: If you started out again, what would you do 
differently and why?

AC: I would focus more energy on improving 
my craft rather than trying to write to a publish-
er’s whim. When I first started, I was trying to 
write stories that would snare a contract with a 
publisher. Had I known that I’d find success as an 
indie author, I wouldn’t have put energy into what 
is required to have a manuscript accepted by a 
publisher. I could have started learning about mar-
keting and sales earlier, too, and focused on what 
would be needed to run my own business, rather 
than trying to write the perfect synopsis and query 
letter.

B&P: Advice for new authors? What is the most 
important thing for them to know?

AC: Remember that this is a long game. Perse-
verance is key. Rather than starting out thinking 
that you’re going to write a book and be super suc-
cessful right out of the gate only to be disappoint-
ed when things don’t go as well as you’d hoped, 
keep in mind that success comes in steps for most. 
They don’t call it “climbing the ladder of success” 
because you get to shoot to the top in an elevator 
(I call those few who manage that winning the 
author lotto). In reality, those who are doing well 
in this career have worked for years before being 
called “successful.” 

Also, enjoy your journey along the way—the 
awards you win, the reviews you receive, the read-
ers you meet. Every author’s journey is different. If 
you try to match someone else’s successes, you’ll 
soon fail and end up quitting altogether. I have a 
note on my refrigerator that says: Comparison is 
the true thief of joy.

B&P: Anything I have not asked you that you 
would like included?

AC: I write stories to entertain. I don’t intend 
to change anyone’s life one way or another. I just 
want to take readers away from reality for a bit, 
give them some laughs and maybe some chills, and 
then send them back to their lives with smiles on 
their faces and the gumption to continue onward 
and upward. 

I think it’s important to decide early on in your 
career what it is you want to accomplish with your 
writing. Many go into this field wanting to make 
big headlines or big money. That’s fine if that’s 
their goal. Knowing what you want to achieve with 
your writing career will help you decide which 
route to take on the road to success.

Find Ann at:
Website:  https://anncharles.com/

Amazon: https://amzn.to/3AneDG5

Facebook:
https://www.fb.com.com/AnnCharlesAuthorPage

Twitter: https://twitter.com/AnnWCharles

https://anncharles.com/
https://amzn.to/3AneDG5
https://www.fb.com.com/AnnCharlesAuthorPage
https://twitter.com/AnnWCharles
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Gyroscope
GyroscopeGyroscope

SHORT STORY

by Tyree Campbell

Dear Towhomit,
I dove headfirst off the cliff this morning in what looked like a suicide attempt.  A strong 
wind swept me up and deposited me back on the grass, several meters from the precipice.  
The others were aghast, of course; my father, especially.  I’m the Heir to the Throne, so to 
speak.  If there’s going to be a Throne left.  Why am I even here?  It’s my duty to...

The flap to the tent opened.  Without turning 
around, Paul Barrow knew it would be his father.  
He stopped writing and waited, knowing the old 
man would gather himself first, letting his anger 
steamroll into an outburst.  But he closed the diary 
and placed the pen beside it.  Waiting.

A faint whiff of something fragrant graced Paul’s 
nose, and he realized someone else had entered 
the tent behind his father.  Not his mother; she left 
discipline and recriminations to the old man.  The 
only other viable options were Liza Talbot or her 
daughter, Alexandra Sinclair.  Unless, of course, 
one of the men had a secret he was willing to re-
veal, now that the hunting party was isolated and 
lost.  Alexandra, then, Paul concluded.  But why?

His father cleared his throat, and muscles 
knotted in Paul’s shoulders.  At forty-four, the old 
man was not really that old, but he was so called 
around CommEarth corporate headquarters in 
Atlanta.  Paul even referred to him obliquely as the 
old man, although a sneer sometimes accompa-
nied the reference.  After another coarse “ahem,” 
the question reverberated throughout the tent like 
thunder.

“Just what in the hell did you think you were 
doing?”

Still Paul did not turn around.  “I should have 
thought that would be obvious,” he said, his soft 
voice a sharp counterpoint to his father’s inquiry.

“You scared the shit out of me,” said Barrow.  
“Your mother as well.  What were you trying to do, 
kill yourself?”

Paul knew it would do no good to respond with 

the truth, but he made the attempt anyway.  “I 
was trying to prove a point,” he replied, and now 
stood up and turned around.  As tall as his father’s 
six-foot, but with far more brown hair, Paul had 
inherited most of his softer looks from his mother.  
Though he hardly looked effeminate, and certain-
ly was nothing of the sort, his father continued 
to regard him as a creature of a weaker species.  
Even now, in the dim light of the tent, Paul felt the 
weight of his disrespect and disgust.  You’re going 
to succeed me as president and CEO? the old man 
seemed to be saying by his bearing and attitude.

Not if I can help it, Paul thought.  But he had yet 
to summon the courage to say as much to him.

Behind Barrow and to one side stood Alexandra 
Sinclair, tall and slender and aloof.  But now the 
expression in her dove-gray eyes was hard for Paul 
to read, in the shadow of his old man.

“And I suppose you’re writing all this down in 
your journal,” Barrow fleered, and wiped a sheen 
of sweat from his forehead with a dirty handker-
chief.  “Christ on a popsicle stick!  What the hell 
would you have written, had you succeeded?”

The point was that I did not believe I would 
succeed, thought Paul.  But he withheld the words, 
because they would only keep his father in the 
tent longer.

“It’s a diary, Pop,” he said instead, for the ump-
teenth time.

“Diaries are for sissies.”
Paul’s chest rose slightly and fell under the green 

jersey, his sigh inaudible.  After a moment, silence 
won out.  Barrow thrust the tent flap open and 
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left, leaving behind a “Bah!”  
Alexandra, to Paul’s mild 

surprise, remained, tilting her 
head to one side as she regarded 
him with a curious expression.  A 
smile toyed with the corners of 
her thin mouth.

“Am I in your diary, Paul?” she 
asked.

“No.”
The smile died stillborn.  “Oh.”
Idiot, Paul told himself, after 

Alexandra ducked from the tent.  
We’re stuck here, and she’s 
the only female available for 
companionship.  But the notion 
faded quickly; he had other 
problems to solve.  

Sunlight heated Paul and 
brought forth beads of perspi-
ration as he emerged from his 
tent.  Along with his, the other 
four tents had been arranged 
in a circle, rather like wagons 
against natives in the Old West.  
Except they had yet to encounter 
any natives.  He shaded his eyes 
and gazed out at the rolling sa-
vannah with its sparse, browning 
grass and its sprinkling of solitary 
trees; at the dense mixed forest 
on the hillside that bordered the 
encampment; and then, turning 
around, at the ocean beyond the 
cliffs and the narrow river that 
became a waterfall as it spilled 
down into it.  The cliffs reminded 
Paul of the Cliffs of Moher on the 
west coast of Ireland, although 
these were but twenty feet high, 
if that.  Near the precipice grew 
a copse of trees, and just land-
ward of that rested what re-
mained of the Cessna.  The pilot, 
Roberto Dario, had been thrown 
clear and, presumably, over the 
cliff.  They had not spotted his 
body in the rocks below—the 

rocks toward which Paul had 
dived head-first without success.

It occurred to him that he 
had no sense of direction in this 
place.  He might assume that 
west lay in the direction of the 
sun’s motion—the sun was in 
fact headed toward the horizon 
at the end of the ocean—but 
he had no confidence in that 
assumption.  With a sliver of 
iron or steel he might contrive a 
compass of sorts, but they had 
not packed anything useful in 
that regard for a hunting trip.  
And the bag in which the com-
pass had been packed was lost 
overboard along with the pilot.

Looking out at the ocean, Paul 
was aware of eyes on him, as 
if someone meant to prevent 
him from repeating his next 
death spiral.  He turned his head 
slightly to look at the Cessna 
and the trees again.  There on a 
boulder sat Adrian Skinner, who 
had been hired as the party’s 
hunting guide.  Skinner was in 
his early thirties, black-haired 
and pale-eyed, and generally as 
silent as the zephyr that filtered 
through the leaves of the trees.  
He had a lean physique, like that 
of a bicyclist or a climber, and 
of the men in the party Paul felt 
the least threatened by him.  The 
eyes Paul had felt belonged to 
Skinner.  

But it was a woman who 
touched Paul’s arm.  He 
twitched, and spun around, and 
found Alexandra standing within 
arm’s reach.  The heat from the 
sun was as nothing compared to 
that which now enveloped him, 
yet it was the heat from above 
which focused her attention.

“We should find shade,” she 

said, “like the others.”
“You’re afraid I’ll jump again.”
Despite misgivings, Paul let 

her lead him to a cluster of trees 
opposite the Cessna and well 
away from the others.  For the 
moment, at least, she no longer 
wore an air of superiority that 
verged on haughtiness; she 
seemed almost human now.  He 
thought perhaps she was begin-
ning to realize that, a week after 
the crash, they might be stuck 
here a while, wherever here was, 
and that her only other option 
for companionship was the taci-
turn man sitting by the airplane.  
But it was an act, a façade; to 
her he would suffice until they 
were rescued.

He did not tell her that he 
doubted a rescue was forthcom-
ing.  

They climbed a gentle slope 
and finally seated themselves 
on the trunk of a tree that had 
fallen to land at a slight an-
gle, she a little above him, as 
if it befit her station.  She was 
wearing what he surmised was 
the last of her clean clothes, 
a new pair of black jeans and 
an aqua pullover that exposed 
her already-reddened arms and 
shoulders.  He was aware that 
she was not wearing a bra, and 
chided himself for even noticing.  
For even looking to find out.  He 
switched gears, and wondered 
why she had brought him to this 
place, isolating them from the 
others.  He was hardly attired 
to her standards; his own black 
jeans had worn through at the 
left knee, and the fabric over the 
right thigh was thinning.  He’d 
worn the green jersey for the 
past four days.  And his sparse, 
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youthful beard was beginning to show.
“I’m sorry,” she said softly.
“Only because of your limited options.”
She stiffened.  “You needn’t be cruel.”
“We should be clear where we stand, you and I.”
“You’ve made yourself clear,” she groused.  “But 

can we declare a truce?”
“A truce,” he said, without enthusiasm.
“An armistice, then.”  
Her voice trembled, and Paul glanced at her.  A 

sheen of moisture made her pale eyes glisten.  The 
budding tears might be real, or they might be a 
ploy.  Suddenly he found himself wanting to trust 
her, and to trust what he saw in her.

“An armistice,” he agreed, nodding.  “Tell me 
why.”

Alexandra hesitated, and dropped her gaze to 
the patches of grass between her feet.  Paul had 
no idea what might shame her, and wondered 
whether her superior demeanor might itself be a 
façade.  In a trice she became to him a sympathet-
ic creature—not weak, but burdened with normal 
human concerns exacerbated by their current 
plight.  His right hand twitched; he wanted to 
reach out to her, to comfort her with a touch, but 
feared her interpretation of the gesture.  

Her admission came out of nowhere.  “Because I 
am alone, and I am frightened,” she whispered.  

Belatedly Paul understood.  Two decades young-
er than most of the others, she’d had no one to 
talk to or to confide in.  By nature distant himself, 
he had not encouraged conversation.  Of roughly 
the same age, of course they should have gravitat-
ed together.  He realized that now.  

Sunlight through the foliage dappled her short 
golden hair, and tears still made her eyes gleam 
like silver in the broken shadows.  He looked di-
rectly at her and said, “Cougar.”

Startled, Alexandra blinked.  Her lips formed a 
soundless question.

“You’re five months older,” he explained.  “I 
won’t make twenty-one for another month.”

She barked a laugh.  He thought it was good to 
hear her laugh, and better that he had made her 
do so.

“Tell me what frightens you,” he suggested.
A brief silence followed, while she composed 

herself.  “It’s . . . little things,” she said presently.  

“I . . . the day after we crashed, you looked up at 
the sky and said the sun was wrong.  It was almost 
orange, and seemed smaller.  My father said it 
was just pollution, like the horizon at sunset at Los 
Angeles.  But that wasn’t the sun, that was the 
clouds, and they were brownish orange.  I’ve seen 
them.”

“Wait till you see New Jersey.  Such a lovely 
vermilion sky.”

“Oh, I wouldn’t want to go there.”  She brushed 
imaginary tresses from her cheek, and went on, 
“You also said this place was wrong, all wrong.  I’ve 
been thinking about that.  What did you mean by 
it?”

Paul did not respond
“Is this . . . are we on another world?” she asked.
“How could we be?”
“I don’t know, I don’t know.  Our smart phones 

don’t work.  But the airplane’s radio still works, 
and Adrian says it’s not picking up any transmis-
sion at all, not even static fuzz.”

“Alexandra,” he said, and paused.  “May I at least 
save a couple of syllables by calling you Sandy?” 
he asked.  Or better yet, Alex, he thought, annoyed 
with himself, but it was already too late to change.

At first she frowned, almost glaring at him.  “Just 
not in front of the others,” she relented.

“Sandy, you stayed awake during the flight across 
the Caribbean.  Was the plane diverted?  Did aliens 
beam us somewhere?”

“You’re making fun of me,” she pouted.
“Not at all.”  He plucked a leaf from one of the 

trees and examined it without interest.  “The truth 
is, I’ve had parallel questions.  But no answers.  
Thus my comment about something all wrong.”

They heard a shout.  John Talbot was returning 
from what he called a recce, a term from his few 
years in the military.  A plumber by trade, he had 
improved his lot in life when he became Barrow’s 
hunting partner.  He was carrying a fabric shopping 
bag from which protruded a long branch, and he 
was waving for attention.  “I found berries,” he 
declared.

“Oh, good,” said Paul, sotto voce.  “We can eat.”
Alexandra laughed, but added, “We’ll need to 

arrange a food supply if we have to stay here much 
longer.”

Paul stood up.  
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“Where are you going?” she asked.
“I want to look at the ocean again,” he told her.
Her eyes widened.  “You’re not . . .”
“No, of course not.”  He held out his hand, and 

she took it, pulling herself to her feet.  “I want to 
check something.”

They strolled toward the precipice, and halted 
when they were able to see the rugged shoreline 
below.  It stretched in either direction as far as 
they could see.  Directly below, the waves worried 
at clusters of dark rocks that had fallen from the 
cliff in years and centuries past.  Salty froth flew 
almost high enough to reach them.

“No wind,” said Paul.  “Wind kept me from fall-
ing, but now there’s not even a breeze.”

She touched his hand, and took it.  “But what 
does it mean?”

“All in all,” he said slowly, feeling his way, “it 
means we are marooned here by design.”

“Seriously.  By whom?  Why?”
Paul noted that she took his remark at face 

value, without the sarcasm he was accustomed to 
from his father.  He shook his head.  “I don’t know.  
I do know that I should have fallen onto the rocks.”  
He turned to her.  “On the way, we flew west of 
the West Indies; that was the flight plan.  You were 
looking out the window.  Did you see a volcanic 
cloud?  A plume forty thousand feet high?”

“N-no.  What . . . ?”
“Because Pelee on Martinique had been erupt-

ing for the past four days.”
She shot him a worried look.  “But what does it 

mean?” she asked again.
“It means we never made it to Guyana.”  He 

glanced around.  “I don’t know where this is.  
Somewhere within fuel range.  Colombia, maybe.”

“Not another world?”
Paul felt helpless against the question.  A misdi-

rected flight?  Another planet?  Either way, he had 
no facts to tell him how, or why.  All he had was a 
sun that looked odd, and a gravity that could be 
neutralized by wind.  And a volcanic eruption that 
had not been spotted.  He told her as much.

“A radio that works but doesn’t seem to reach 
anyone,” Alexandra added.

“We’ve been brought here for a reason,” said 
Paul. “I think I proved that harm will not befall us.  
It won’t be allowed.”

“It sounds like a Survivor episode.”
Paul chuckled.  “That’s easy enough to disprove.  

You’re not wearing a bikini.”
“I didn’t even bring one.”
“Well, darn.”
A voice called to them.  His father’s voice.  It 

boomed enough to frighten seagulls, Paul thought 
. . . and stared out at the ocean again.  Where were 
the seabirds?  He added that to the list of Odd.

“Coming,” he called, and led Alexandra back to 
the others.

 
The gathering—Paul could hardly call it a meet-

ing—was run by his father, Marcus Barrow, CEfuck-
ingO.  It consisted of announcing a decision made 
without Paul’s input, or Alexandra’s, either.

“We are marooned and incommunicado,” 
began the elder Barrow, without preamble.  “We 
don’t know where we are.  All this means we 
may be here for quite a while.  We have supplies 
for twelve days—the anticipated duration of this 
hunting expedition—and seven of those days have 
already passed.  We have weapons for our protec-
tion.  We have shelter.  We have clothing.  We have 
running water of a sort.  We can gather dry wood 
and make fire.”

Barrow paused a moment to look at each person 
in turn.  “What we do not have is a food supply.  
However, we have made a start in arranging one.  
Jack here has located a berry patch some distance 
away.”

“About half a mile,” Talbot threw in.
“He proposes to plant some canes around here,” 

Barrow went on, “and I agree.”
“That’s a bad idea,” said Alexandra.  “Berry vines 

are very intrusive; they’ll take over.  We’ll have to 
move our site before long.”

“Which shows what you know, baby girl,” 
snapped Talbot.

After a sharp glare at the girl, Barrow continued.  
“We’ll start a rudimentary garden.  We’ll have 
to find things that are edible, of course.  Other 
berries; nuts, perhaps some fruit.  Game, if we can 
find it.  Eggs—.”

“Do you see any birds?” Paul broke in.  “Have 
you seen any here?”

“There are always birds, sonny,” said Talbot, his 
tone dismissing the question.  “We’ll find them.”
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Paul shook his head slowly, 
but made no reply.  Barrow said, 
“We’ll all have to search for 
edibles.  I want teams of two; in 
case one gets into trouble, he 
or she will have help.”  His gaze 
took in both Paul and Alexandra.  
“That includes the two of you,” 
he added, directly to Paul.  “It’s 
about time you started to pull 
your own weight.”

Alexandra’s hand on Paul’s arm 
soothed him.  He decided to dis-
count the notion of a façade; she 
was the girl she presented her-
self to be.  He did not rise to his 
father’s jibe.  Instead, he stood 
up, and Alexandra with him.

“We’ll go look for those edi-
bles now,” he announced, and 
they headed back toward the 
forest.  He ignored the elder Bar-
row’s snide remark about “only 
looking for things we can eat.”

When they were out of ear-
shot, Alexandra asked, “How 
long have you put up with that?”

“All my life.”
After a moment, she said, “I 

hate my step-father.”
“I agree with you about the 

berries,” Paul told her.  “But 
nobody’s listening.”

Trees forced them to make an 
erratic trail along the slope; they 
ducked, and pushed branches 
aside, and scanned the ground 
for anything that might provide 
some sort of nutrition.  They 
found only sparse vegetation, 
leaves, and twigs.  Here and 
there they lost their footing, 
and caught each other.  Already 
sweat dampened their shirts.  
From time to time Alexandra 
rubbed her bare arms, and Paul 
noticed that she had acquired 
several minor scratches during 

their walk.  
“I think there’s some aloe in 

the plane,” he said.
“I hadn’t planned on quite this 

much adventure,” she admitted.  
“Mom and I were supposed 
to go shopping in Georgetown 
while the men were out hunting.  
Your mom was going with us.”  
She smiled ruefully.  “I suppose 
you were going with them.”

“Reluctantly,” he told her.  
“I’ve field-dressed a deer.  I’ve 
no need to do anything like that 
again.  And I haven’t noticed any 
deer trails here yet, or any other 
trails, for that matter.  No bur-
rowing animals, no animal signs, 
no feathers, nothing.”

“Let’s add that to your list,” 
she suggested.

“Already done.”  A breeze tou-
sled his hair.  “Hey, feel that?”

Alexandra’s own short golden 
hair was already in disarray, and 
her loose aqua pullover was flut-
tering despite the extra weight 
of perspiration.  “Where’d that 
come from?” she said.

Wind caught at Paul as he 
pulled Alexandra to the lee side 
of a broad tree trunk.  “It actu-
ally reminds me of February in 
Chicago,” he said.  “Except this is 
a lot warmer.  Sandy . . . I don’t 
think we can go any further.  This 
is about as strong as the wind 
that blew me back to shore.”

Worry wrinkled her brow.  “I 
don’t understand.”

He pointed toward another 
tree in the direction from which 
they had come.  “Let’s go over 
there,” he said, and curled an 
arm around her shoulders.  
“Hold onto me.”

“Watch that hand.”
He moved it higher on her 

shoulder.  “Sorry.”
“Don’t be.  You can try again 

tonight, and see what happens.”
Again his face warmed, hotter 

than the sun, and remained so 
even as they took shelter behind 
the next tree.  Here the wind 
lessened, gently soothing them, 
and she turned into the arm 
around her, and set her cheek 
against the top of his shoulder.  
He felt her breath heat the side 
of his neck.

“Thank you,” she whispered.
“For?”
“This armistice.  This . . . 

peace.  I needed it.”
His chin rubbed her forehead 

as he nodded.  “Are you still 
frightened?”

“Yes.  But it’s all right now.”  He 
quickly put a little space be-
tween them, and she looked at 
him with a question in her pale 
eyes.

He felt his face flush.  “Sorry.”
Alexandra merely smiled.
“Let’s follow a trail that runs 

along this wind,” he said, leading 
her away.  “We should find out 
how far it extends.”

She trod carefully on loose dirt 
and past exposed roots.  “Why?” 
she asked.

“Because I think the wind 
delineates our boundaries,” he 
answered slowly, speaking the 
notion even as it occurred to 
him.  “We’re here by design.”

“Nobody else will believe 
that,” she said.

“And you?”
“I’m having some trouble 

wrapping my head around it,” 
she conceded.  “But . . . well, 
but.  We have some facts, even 
if we don’t know what they 
mean yet.  And this wind is a 
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fact as well.  We don’t feel it in 
the open, which is exactly where 
we should feel it.”  She paused 
briefly, the light breeze drying 
her skin.  “Paul?”

He realized this was the first 
time she had called him by 
name.  “Right here, Sandy.”

“Whatever this is . . . whatever 
is going on here, I’m taking your 
part.”

The declaration of faith light-
ened his heart.  “Boom,” he said.

The barrier of impassable wind 
continued all the way back to the 
cliffs.  For the sake of direction 
Paul assigned the barrier to the 
southern boundary, the cliffs to 
the west, and the savannah to 
the east and north.  A glance at 
the encampment suggested that 
none of the others had bothered 
to conduct a search.  Too busy 
making autocratic decisions, he 
decided.  

“Back to the war,” Alexandra 
said quietly, as they approached.

Paul made a face as he spotted 
the berry cane and its dirt ball 
resting beside a hole already 
dug for it.  Someone had cleared 
away the grass around it as 
well.  Paul reckoned that, at a 
mere couple of meters from the 
Talbot’s tent, the patch would 
compel them to move within 
two years at most.  He doubted 
the time would matter—given 
the party had been brought here 
by design, the resolution surely 
would come within a reason-
able time.  Even so, the decision 
regarding the location of the 
patch was, to be polite about it, 
ill-advised.

But there was something be-
sides dirt trapped in the ball, and 

as Paul drew nearer, he realized 
what it was.  He bent down and 
retrieved a small, irregular lump 
of coal that had gotten wedged 
in the root system.  Something 
for his father’s Christmas stock-
ing, he thought, straightening.

Almost immediately the elder 
Barrow snatched it from his 
hand, accompanied by a com-
mand to “Let me see that.”

“It’s coal,” Barrow announced, 
having gained black marks on his 
hands.  “Bituminous, from the 
look of it.  If there’s a seam, we 
can burn coal instead of wood.  
It burns longer, and provides 
more heat.”

“Isn’t it hot enough already?” 
asked Alexandra, with a glance 
back at the sun over the ocean.

Her step-father gave her a 
withering look.  “For cooking, 
baby girl,” he said.

“For metal-working as well,” 
added Barrow.  “Assuming we 
can find proper ores here.”

“We won’t be here that long,” 
Paul muttered.

“We have to plan as though 
we will,” countered the elder 
Barrow.  “Speaking of burning, 
we ought to plan a burn of some 
of this grass.  It will add carbon 
to the soil, as well as clear a spot 
for a garden.”

“You’ve no idea where the 
prevailing winds would blow the 
fire,” said Paul.  “You can’t do 
this.”

Barrow stepped closer, glow-
ering.  His torso puffed out the 
camouflage hunting outfit he 
was wearing.  “I can’t do this?” 
he snarled.  “You forget who 
you’re talking to, Paul.”

For just a moment Paul started 
to square his shoulders and 

confront his father.  But the mo-
ment passed, because Alexan-
dra’s hand on his arm reminded 
him that he had other concerns.  
Without a word, he turned 
around and walked away, with 
her still holding onto his arm.

“Come back here,” shouted 
Barrow.

Paul did not even slow his 
departure.  Presently he heard a 
sound of disgust, and knew that 
there would be no pursuit for his 
disobedience.  He and Alexandra 
once again came to a stop where 
they could see the waves crash-
ing on the rocks.

But there were no rocks below.  
The waves dashed against the 
cliff itself, barely ten feet below 
them.

Alexandra gasped, while Paul 
stood with his mouth agape.  
Madly he sought to reason out 
an explanation, but nothing 
occurred to him.

“What,” said Alexandra, “does 
this mean?”

He took refuge in observable 
facts.  “This isn’t the Bay of 
Fundy,” he said, with subdued 
confidence.  “We’re looking at 
an expanse of ocean, not a bay 
or strait where water can be 
channeled.  The ocean level has 
risen about ten feet in the past . 
. . what, three hours?  That can’t 
be a tidal effect.”

Worry and fear made Alexan-
dra’s voice shake.  “So in three 
more hours we’ll all be under 
water?” she asked.

Paul shrugged.  “If this were 
a natural phenomenon, there 
would be signs of inundation 
here.  Yet we see none of that.”

“So . . . something unnatural 

Continued on page 42
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Books & Pieces Magazine Presents

Tips for WritersTips for Writers
In this section you will find useful tips to help you on the journey toward publication. If you 
have some to share, please email them to Editor@BooksNPieces.com.

Poor Man’s Editing: A Good First Step
Let’s face it; editing your work 

can be a time-consuming, and 
costly exercise, although one 
that is vital to successful writing.

The truth is that you 
must have a profession-
al editor/proofer go 
through your finished 
work, after you have al-
ready edited it through 
various cycles. Yes, 
more than one cycle of 
edits. 

There are a few things you 
can do to jump-start your edits. 
Obviously start with the spell-
ing and grammar checkers that 
come with most word proces-
sors. While simplistic, it will 
catch some basic errors, spelling 
mistakes, some hyphenations 
missing or unnecessary. But it 
will not catch nuances, such as...

“I went to meat my uncle at 
the store.”

Often these programs will even 
miss extra, unnecessary words, 
such as...

“It was a fine the day.”
These extra words are not 

incorrect, just incorrectly placed 
within the sentence. 

Before undertaking any 
self-editing, you should put your 
story aside for a few days (at 
least), so that the familiarity of 

it diminishes slightly. While it is 
still imprinted in your memory, 
a your brain will fail to recognize 
the simple errors it glossed over 

the first 
time. A little 
distance al-
lows you to 
catch things 
you missed 
before.

Depend-
ing on your 

computer system; your comput-
er should also be able to read 
your work back to you in a voice 
of your choice by using the ‘Ac-
cessibility’ features. Hearing your 
words read back to you makes 
it much easier to catch mistakes 
and poor sentence structure. 

Even better is to ask a friend 
or family member to read your 
story aloud to you.

There is a huge difference in 
how the brain identifies speech 
through auditory processing 
versus how the brain identifies 
speech through visual pathways.

There are also a number of 
computer programs that can 
scan your document and point 
out the mistakes. 

Among these are Grammarly, 
AutoCrit, Pro-Writing Aid, 
Hemingway App  and more. And 

your word processor will include 
a spelling and grammar checker, 
also.

Which should you use? All of 
them. Just remember that they 
are automated, not sentient, and 
have a lack of nuance, relying 
instead on programmed gram-
matical references. 

One good thing about using 
any of these programs is by 
flagging many things, your brain 
looks at the work with fresher 
eyes. 

After a few rounds of editing, I 
still recommend recording your-
self reading the story or chapter. 
Your ears have more years of ex-
perience than your eyes—think 
of all the baby years just listen-
ing—and while you may not 
catch an error while recording, 
you almost certainly will when 
listening to the playback. 

You will also be able to detect 
issues with pacing, details that 
should be expanded, areas that 
should be shortened or deleted. 
A wealth of opportunities to 
improve your work. 

Offering fans an advance look 
at your work, a Beta-read, and 
telling them to let you know 
when they catch mistakes, is 
another low-budget editing tip. 
Readers are often the first to find 

Sign found on the Internet

mailto:Editor@BooksNPieces.com
http://www.grammarly.com
https://www.autocrit.com/
http://www.prowritingaid.com
http://www.hemingwayapp.com
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things that slipped by, missed by 
even a paid proofreader—they 
make mistakes, too.

As for hiring editors on a bud-
get, here are a few suggestions. 
Books & Pieces Magazine has 
had no experience with any of 
these, and they are offered for 
your own evaluation.

PaperBlazer (https://www.
paperblazer.com)

Lincoln Creative Writers 
(https://www.lincolncreative-
writers.com/)

Reedsy (https://reedsy.com/)
Proofed (https://proofed.com/)
These are still not inexpensive 

for a novel-length work, howev-
er, the quality of your finished 
manuscript is most likely the 
most important aspect outside 
of your story quality. As such, it 
would be prudent to budget for 
a decent editor.

One of the lowest priced 
options we found is Cheap Book 
Editing USA (http://cheap-edit-
ing-usa.com/) that charges ap-
proximately $500 for an 80,000 
word book. We cannot testify 
to the quality of the finished 
product, however, if you are on a 
tight budget, there are options. 

And finally UpWork (http://
www.upwork.com)may also be 
an option. You select editors, 
their hourly rates clearly listed. 
You can get an estimate before 
deciding. 

If you have passed through 
many edits, and decide that you 
just cannot afford a pro-editor, 
at least consider a proofreader. 
They often cost less, and will 
spot many of the things that will 
drag your manuscript down. 

Authors: Get Rid of your Low 
Resolution Headshot Images

Pet Peeve #1 
For most publishers is receiv-

ing low resolution images from 
the author or publicist.

What is a low resolution im-
age? Usually something with a 
72 dpi (dot per inch) size, often 
from your computer. Translated 
means, in every inch of space 
there are 72 dots that make up 
the image. 

For a print publication, you 
need to 
have a 
300 dpi 
image 
to avoid 
a blurry 
blob on 
the print-
ed page. 
Thats 300 
dots per 
inch. 

For an online publication, 72 
dpi is fine. Authors should have 
300 dpi imagery and let the 
publisher reduce it if necessary. 
Since a lot of publicity materi-
al is mailed out, or printed in 
newspapers or magazines, there 
is simply no excuse to not have 
adequate images.

Pet Peeve #2 
Publicity is the lifeblood for 

every author. That said, there is 
nothing worse for a publisher 
than having a small selection of 
author images, especially when 
they have been used exten-
sively elsewhere. No publisher 

wants their magazine to rerun 
overused imagery. The solution 
is simple; get a lot of differ-
ent images taken. Have some 
headshots, some full body shots, 
some posed and some natural. 
Include book signings or book 
talks, interactions with peo-
ple. These make for interesting 
visuals and publishes will enjoy 
being able to make you shine. 
And make sure that they are high 
resolution images. You do not 
have to get a professional pho-
tographer. Most smart phones 
take fantastic pictures. Just 
ensure the lighting is good with 
no shadows on your face. 

Pet Peeve #3
When you take photos of 

yourself please do NOT use fil-
ters, especially the social media 
filters. First, they look ridiculous; 
if you are afraid your face is too 
hideous to be seen, trust me 
that a selfie, or glamor filter will 
not help any. 

Publishers will always try to 
make you look good for our pub-
lications, but we cannot work 
with filtered imagery. 

And finally, a thought: When 
readers want to see what you 
look like, it is only to see you 
in contrast to themselves. Your 
book made them feel good. Your 
image is simply a connection to 
the reader. Make it a genuine 
one. 

https://www.paperblazer.com
https://www.paperblazer.com
https://www.lincolncreativewriters.com
https://www.lincolncreativewriters.com
https://reedsy.com
https://proofed.com
http://cheap-editing-usa.com
http://cheap-editing-usa.com
http://www.upwork.com
http://www.upwork.com
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We live in a crooked world. 
This is apparent in most of what 
we see and do. Don’t get me 
wrong, not everyone is a crook, 
just as not everyone is out to get 
you. But there are a lot of them 
out there, all looking legit.

This article will give you some 
tips on recognizing them, and 
some resources that can help 
steer you clear. 

THE FIRST RULE

The first rule is that you should 
not have to pay an agent or 
publisher. Legitimate ones get a 
percentage of your earnings. 

This is why Vanity Presses, so 
called because they appeal to 
your desire to be published, are 
to be avoided. For a fee they will 
do all the work, and still get a 
percentage of your royalties. 

So what work do they do? 
Edits, proofing, cover design, 
layout, submissions to Online 
publishers like Amazon or Barnes 
& Noble, social media posts on 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram etc. 

If you think that is a good 
deal, think again. Generally the 
most difficult part of publish-
ing your work is the edits and 
cover design. You can get a cover 
designer on Fiverr.com for a low 
cost, and you can do most of the 
editing yourself (see the tip on 
low-cost editing in this issue), 
leaving room in your budget 
for an external proofer to catch 
those niggly mistakes that always 
survive.

Repeat the first rule out loud 
because you will encounter pub-

lishers with a great explanation 
of why you should pay some of 
those costs. 

As for Literary Agents, or Book 
Agents, here there are just as 
many scams. 

I was friended on a social me-
dia platform by one such agent. 
The message was benign, stating 
that he/she had seen my post-
ings and invited me to submit a 
chapter and cover letter to their 
offices via email or post. 

Sounds legit, right?
Checking the website I could 

see the agent had many authors 
represented. However, none of 
the names stood out as anyone 
I had seen on a bestseller list, in 
interviews, or in any way that I 
would expect an agency to rep-
resent. Furthermore, the pub-
lishers that handled these clients 
were clearly small and vanity 
press outfits. 

THE SECOND RULE

The second rule is that no mat-
ter who publishes your book—
you, a mainstream publisher—
YOU will still have to market the 
book to get it noticed. 

You are a small fish in a very 
large ocean, and everyone and 
their grandmother has published 
something—usually badly done, 
badly edited, bad cover. This 
affects you. 

Imagine standing downtown in 
San Francisco, holding your book 
high. With the throngs of people, 
will anyone notice you? 

So you must devise a way to 

make your book stand out. And 
that will NOT happen on social 
media—honestly, social media 
is a pool of vampire writers all 
trying to sell each other their 
books. 

A warning from several online 
writer groups, including https://
absolutewrite.com. 

Scammers are very active 
again. Have you been contacted?

There are no shortage of scam-
ming literary agents, publishers 
and the like that approach writ-
ers on this and other forums, or 
via email. 

Before you get enamored, 
do some research. One link is 
above. Here are some more:

https://lnkd.in/gmfvH9Qj

https://lnkd.in/gCakeBi4

https://lnkd.in/gVvwngTi

https://lnkd.in/g8NJaWMg

https://lnkd.in/ghC5ZQEQ

https://lnkd.in/gQdxwGmd

And THIS ONE is especially 
important---

https://lnkd.in/ggtd-fpt

Stay safe out there. We work 
too hard to be fooled!

https://lnkd.in/gJngF4GT

Agents, Publishers, and Scams, Oh My!
WRITING TIPS FOR ALL WRITERS

https://absolutewrite.com
https://absolutewrite.com
https://lnkd.in/gmfvH9Qj
https://lnkd.in/gCakeBi4
https://lnkd.in/gVvwngTi
https://lnkd.in/g8NJaWMg
https://lnkd.in/ghC5ZQEQ
https://lnkd.in/gQdxwGmd
https://lnkd.in/ggtd-fpt
https://lnkd.in/gJngF4GT
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I’m going to get flak from publishers for this 
article because they will all claim that they are 
legitimate and helping writers get published. Some 
offer a fee-based service; select what you want 
done and they do it. No guarantees where you will 
wind up. Others secure you in a timed contract, 
charge you no fees up front, then collect the fees 
from royalties. 

Unless you are dealing with a mainstream 
publishing company, one of the big ones that do 
handle everything, you have to ask yourself this 
one, giant question: Do I need a 
publisher or can I do it myself? 
The answer depends on your 
comfort level.

Vanity Press companies make 
their money by taking a fee and 
printing a set number of copies. 
They are called Vanity Press be-
cause they appeal to your vanity; 
having a book in your hand is one 
heckuva ego stroke. After that 
they do not care whether you sell 
a single copy. Their job is done. 
Even worse is if their contract 
binds you to them for a period of time. If so, you 
are stuck. 

Some companies offer ‘No costs to You’ (that 
includes cover design, proofing & editing, layouts, 
ISBN, uploads, marketing and more.) Ask yourself 
“How can they make any money?” There is always 
a catch.

Many small publishers will often handle your 
work at no cost, and split royalties with you. They 
tie you to a contract ranging from a year to five 
years, giving them time to recoup their invest-
ment, and hope that your work sells. The problem 
with most small publishers is that they are NOT 
marketing companies, have little knowledge of 
how to promote a book beyond Facebook, Twitter, 
or Pinterest. They have no mailing list, limited site 
viewers, and as a result, have little to offer you. 
The appeal to being a publisher is as strong as the 
appeal to have your published book in your hand. 

Many companies will offer you a set number of 

free copies of your book; however it is reasonable 
that you pay wholesale costs for added copies. It is 
not reasonable if you are obligated to buy addi-
tional copies.

So how do you know whether your publisher 
fits this category? Ask them for their marketing 
plan before committing and have, in writing, ex-
actly what they are going to do. If they claim it is 
proprietary information, then I would suggest that 
you go elsewhere.

IT’S ALL IN THE CONTRACT! Or it should be.
The contract is the clue to 

all things. Everything should 
be spelled out in the contract. 
Believe me when I say that the 
publishing company will have no 
hesitation to demand that you 
meet the contractual obligations 
you signed on for. They are, after 
all, a business. And you are the 
commodity.

Even with a beautifully covered, 
solid layout, well-edited and 
proofed novel, you are faced with 
the one elephant of a problem. 
Everyone and their mother has 

written a book and is competing with you for 
attention. Amazon couldn’t care less whether your 
book is a hit or not. Their costs come from print-
ing, as do their profits. And studies have shown 
that the average book might sell only a few hun-
dred copies in its lifetime. Hardly an income for 
you, the writer.

Bookstores and other tangible outlets rarely deal 
with small publishers and authors, unless the risk 
is removed. They usually want a larger number 
of copies, shipping paid, with an option to return 
them after a designated period of time, at your ex-
pense, and no money takes place unless the books 
sell, and even those come with a waiting period 
before a check is cut. Even at wholesale prices, 
that is one huge gamble for you to take, especially 
without any guarantee for placement in the store, 
or in-store promotion.

Because of this reason, so many writers have 
gone the self-publishing route. And rightly so, 

Small press v Vanity Press v DIY
It doesn’t take a genius to start up a publishing company. There are always lots of victims.
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WRITING TIPS FOR ALL WRITERS
except for that elephant in the 
room; marketing. 

Writers are not pushy peo-
ple, usually. They write. They 
observe. They do not negotiate 
well. They are filled with unre-
alistic hopes, and count on the 
success of one writer out of 
millions, that makes a living with 
their book sales.

So if you should not use a Van-
ity Press, and 
most likely not 
even a small 
publisher, what 
should you do?

There are 
so many tools 
out there for 
the writer to 
use, many free, 
many a low 
cost. 

COVER
You can have 

a cover designed at a low price 
from Fiverr.com, or even get 
stock images from Dreamstime.
com, Envato Elements (https://
elements.envato.com), Shutter-
stock (https://www.shutterstock.
com), and use the cover creator 
on Amazon’s KDP Publishing 
site (https://kdp.amazon.com/
en_US/). 

You can design your own cover 
using a Photoshop clone that 
is free to use, called Photopea 
https://www.photopea.com). 

LAYOUT
There are excellent layout 

programs for both Mac and 
Windows (Vellum and Atticus) 
that make it simple—you select 
the theme, the font and the pro-
grams do the rest, offering you 
almost every format at once. 

The KDP site has a wealth of 

templates you can use, book 
calculators to tell you every-
thing from size requirements to 
costs and royalties. (https://kdp.
amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/
GSQF43YAMUPFTMSP)

You can set up an account at 
KDP and upload your book quite 
easily. If you need instructions, 
YouTube can offer you a wealth 
of instruction. 

DIY IS BEST
There will be a learning curve, 

but it should not be too painful. 
With the wealth of resources 
available you should be able to 
manage. So what’s the advan-
tage to doing it yourself? 

First, your royalty share will be 
100% of the royalties. You will 
have no fees that further reduce 
your share. You are directly 
responsible for how you list your 
books, not just on Amazon, but 
anywhere you choose. 

ONE IMPORTANT NOTE.

You will need an ISBN. This 
is an identifier number that is 
used globally to list your book. 
Amazon offers a free ISBN. I do 
not suggest using it. You will only 
be able to use it on Amazon, and 
it identifies you as an amateur—

no independent bookstores will 
carry your book if it is only an 
Amazon ISBN. They do not like 
Amazon. 

To get your own ISBN is not 
difficult, however there is a small 
catch. The cost for one ISBN 
number is $125. That said, the 
cost for ten is $295. If you are 
serious about writing, the latter 
is a good deal. Besides, each 
format of your book (aside from 
ebook) needs its own ISBN. So if 
you plan hardcover and paper-
back, that’s two ISBN numbers 
right there.

Alternatively, you could buy 
a number from anyone with 
extras. The only problem is that 
however they are listed with the 
ISBN issuer, is who will show as 
your publisher. 

In the USA you can get your 
ISBN through Bowkers (https://
www.myidentifiers.com) oth-
erwise, outside the US, use 
The International ISBN Agency  
(https://www.isbn-international.
org).

VIDEOS
Here are a few videos to help 

you get started. 
How To Self Publish A Book On 

Amazon (STEP-BY-STEP TUTORI-
AL) > HERE

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gRY3d5aBiUI 

Self Publishing On Amazon 
KDP for Beginners 2021 > HERE

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ablBygcmIc8

If you find this valuable infor-
mation, please share it with your 
writer friends.

[Note: B&P Magazine gets no compen-
sation for this referral. Use a your own 
discretion.]

http://www.Fiverr.com
http://www.Dreamstime.com
http://www.Dreamstime.com
https://elements.envato.com
https://www.shutterstock.com
https://www.shutterstock.com
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/
https://www.photopea.com
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/GSQF43YAMUPFTMSP
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/GSQF43YAMUPFTMSP
https://www.myidentifiers.com
https://www.isbn-international.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRY3d5aBiUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ablBygcmIc8
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HAVE YOU READ THESE EXCELLENT BOOKSEXCELLENT BOOKS
Seventy-five years from today, 

the human race has been cast from 
a dying Earth to wander the stars 
in a vast fleet of arks—each shaped 
by its inhabitants into a diverse 
and fascinating new environment, 
with its own rules and eccentrici-
ties. When her sister disappears 
while responding to a mysterious 
alien distress call, Eryn insists on 
being part of the crew sent to look 
for her, and may just hold the key 
to humanity’s survival.. 

CLICK HERE.  
https://amzn.to/3N6IKER

The United States lost World War 
II and was subsequently divided 
between the Germans in the East 
and the Japanese in the West. 
It’s America in 1962. Slavery is 
legal once again. And it seems 
as though the answers might lie 
with Hawthorne Abendsen, a 
mysterious and reclusive author, 
whose best-selling novel describes 
a world in which the US won the 
War.  Philip K. Dick at his best.

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/39zjEkr

At an exclusive private school in 
Switzerland, mystery surrounds 
the identity of the beautiful 
raven-haired girl who arrives each 
morning in a motorcade fit for a 
head of state. Her father is Khalid 
bin Mohammed, a much-maligned 
crown prince of Saudi Arabia. He 
is now reviled for his role in the 
murder of a dissident journalist. 
And when his only child is brutally 
kidnapped, he turns to the one 
man he can trust to find her before 
it is too late. Gabriel Allon.

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3xCAnuT

For decades, we’ve been told 
that positive thinking is the key to a 
happy, rich life. “F**k positivity,” 
Mark Manson says. “Let’s be hon-
est, shit is f**ked and we have to 
live with it.” In his wildly popular 
Internet blog, Manson doesn’t 
sugarcoat or equivocate. He tells it 
like it is—a dose of raw, refreshing, 
honest truth that is sorely lacking 
today. 

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3bdrSPy

Aging and reclusive Hollywood 
movie icon Evelyn Hugo is finally 
ready to tell the truth about her 
glamorous and scandalous life. But 
when she chooses unknown mag-
azine reporter Monique Grant for 
the job, no one is more astounded 
than Monique herself. Why her? 
Why now?

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3OHWw27

Ryland Grace is the sole survivor 
on a desperate, last-chance 
mission.Except that right now, he 
doesn’t know that. He can’t even 
remember his own name, let alone 
the nature of his assignment or 
how to complete it. And he’s just 
been awakened to find himself 
millions of miles from home, 
with nothing but two corpses for 
company.

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3HBkGsw

From #1 New York Times bestsell-
ing author Colleen Hoover.

After serving five years in prison 
for a tragic mistake, Kenna Rowan 
returns to the town where it all 
went wrong, hoping to reunite with 
her four-year-old daughter. But the 
bridges Kenna burned are proving 
impossible to rebuild. Everyone in 
her daughter’s life is determined 
to shut Kenna out, no matter how 
hard she works to prove herself. 

 
CLICK HERE. 

https://amzn.to/39zlpy3

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST-
SELLER • John Grisham is the 
acknowledged master of the legal 
thriller. In his first collection of 
novellas, law is a common thread, 
but America’s favorite storyteller 
has several surprises in store.

By turns suspenseful, hilarious, 
powerful, and moving, these are 
three of the greatest stories John 
Grisham has ever told.

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3N8KiOy

https://amzn.to/39zjEkr
https://amzn.to/3N6IKER
https://amzn.to/3N6IKER
https://amzn.to/3N6IKER
https://amzn.to/3xCAnuT
https://amzn.to/3bdrSPy
https://amzn.to/3OHWw27
https://amzn.to/3HBkGsw
https://amzn.to/39zlpy3
https://amzn.to/3N8KiOy
https://amzn.to/39zjEkr
https://amzn.to/39zjEkr
https://amzn.to/3xCAnuT
https://amzn.to/3xCAnuT
https://amzn.to/3bdrSPy
https://amzn.to/3bdrSPy
https://amzn.to/3OHWw27
https://amzn.to/3OHWw27
https://amzn.to/3HBkGsw
https://amzn.to/3HBkGsw
https://amzn.to/39zlpy3
https://amzn.to/39zlpy3
https://amzn.to/3N8KiOy
https://amzn.to/3N8KiOy
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Tim Ahrens
It’s All A Game: Game Novels and Life

Tim Ahrens has self-published my third book, ‘Dark Creatures The Grand 
Game.’ Published through Atmosphere Press, Tim has realized a lifelong dream, 
incorporating role playing games into a fictional world.

  A CONVERSATION WITH...

B&P: Why did you decide to 
write? What prompted that?

TA: When I was about fourteen a 
very good friend of mine intro-
duced me to Roleplaying. The 
very first game I ever played was 
called Dungeons and Dragons. 
We gathered 

A fairly large gaming group 
together each weekend to play. 
As luck would have it, I always 
seemed to be singled out as the 
Dungeon Master. As time pro-
gressed more and more people 
in our group kept suggesting 
that I write down some of the 
adventures I dreamed up for the 

game. This 
was the first 
steps I took to 
becoming the 
writer I am 
today.

B&P: You’ve 
been writing 
for 40 years. 
What obsta-
cles have you 
faced and 
how do you 
find the will to 
push on?

TA: There 
have been a 
lot of obsta-
cles over the 
years. Learn-
ing who and 
what to write 
was one of 

the biggest. I overcame that one 
with the help of my friends who 
always encouraged me and gave 
me confidence. My first, second 
and third rejection letters almost 
ended my writing career. But 
again, good friends and the urge 
to tell stories won out. As I grew 
older it was more of a challenge 
to balance life and work with my 
writing. That took a lot longer 
to work out than I had hoped 
but I eventually came up with a 
compromise. 

B&P: You’re a retail manager and 
yet manage to find the time to 
write novels, and game related 
novels. How do you manage 
this?

TA: It’s a lot like going to the 
gym. Or any other event that 
you really want to attend. I set a 
scheduled time that I am going 
to write each day and then I stick 
to that time. Sure, things come 
up now and then that throw a 
wrench in that plan. But for the 
most part I can usually keep to 
that system without too much 
trouble. 

B&P: You’ve stated that you 
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write by envisioning characters first, or the atmo-
sphere the story will be set in. What draws you to a 
particular character or atmosphere?

TA: That’s a great question. Its more like what 
inspires me at the time. I have always had a very 
vivid imagination. That being said dark tune on an 
October night, or a sunset on a quiet fall day. Even 
the shape of a cloud in the sky or an image from an 
anime can set my mind off. Once I have the feel of 
the story, I wish to write then I begin to populate 
the world the story will take place in. From there 
it sort of becomes a snowball rolling downhill. It 
just keeps getting 
bigger and bigger.

B&P: Your super-
hero alter ego 
is Green Lan-
tern?  Why?

TA: The Green Lan-
tern to me seemed 
to stand for not 
just the justice 
you might find on 
earth. He stood for 
the justice of all 
life in the galaxy. 
He stood toe to toe 
with some of the 
biggest monsters in 
the universe with 
only his own will 
and the power of 
his ring to protect 
him. Its kinda like 
they stated in the 

movie Emerald Dawn. When you put on a green 
lantern ring your life is no longer your own. I 
respected and loved hal Jorden for that.  

B&P: What was your childhood like? You said 
you watched horror shows with your father. 
How did this influence you? 

TA: I started watching the black and white 
Universal Monster movies with my dad when I 
was about Ten. The tragedy of what happened 

to the Frankenstein monster as well as Lawrence 
Tabot battling his fear and despair taught me a lot. 
I had a fairly ordinary childhood. Every Friday and 
Saturday night as I was growing up, I would spend 
time with my dad and watch classic horror movie. 
He also introduced me to the Twilight Zone, Outer 
Limits, and the Night Stalker. My father really 
loved his horror movies. I think it was through the 
moments I spent with my dad that I was influenced 
the most in what and how I write. We would al-
ways sped time talking about whatever the horror 
movie was about after the picture was over. He 

would always listen intently to 
what I thought then give his own 
opinion. We had some great talks.  

B&P: What’s your writing time like 
and how much writing time do 
you get? 

TA: That all depends on when I get 
home from work and what needs 
to be done around the house. 
Truthfully, I get about one to two 
good hours of writing in a night. 
Sometime more or less as I said 
depending on what’s going on.

B&P: Any advice for new writers? 

TA: Yes, Number one rule if you 
want to be a writer never give 
up. It doesn’t matter how many 
rejection letters you might pile up. 
Or how many people tell you will 
never make it. If you love to write 
and have a great story to share 

https://amzn.to/3w6kXz3
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with the world, never give up on 
that dream!

Find Tim Ahrens at: 
Website:
http://www.thedarkcreatures.com/
Amazon:  
https://amzn.to/3w3Wx9q

Book Excerpt: 
From ‘The Grand Game,’
by Tim Ahrens  
Chapter Four 
I Am’s Plaything.

Harvey Gaines sat listlessly 
in the middle of Waunona 
park.

The rotting wood of the 
rusting steel park bench he 
rested on was barely able to 
hold his weight. Even at his 
current weight of one hun-
dred and five pounds, the 
bench still groaned when he 
moved. His shoulder length 

brown hair was pulled 
back into a tight pony-
tail. It was unwashed and 
looked greasy and un-
kempt. A worn, wet, and 
faded yellow concert shirt 
hung on his thin five-foot 
seven-inch frame. 

His hole-ridden, dirty 
jeans were damp from 
the mist that fell from the 
angry looking gray sky. He 
felt the heaviness of his 
waterlogged socks as they 
clung to his slick, sweaty 
feet. 

His deep brown eyes 
looked up from the over-
grown, weed-infested 
ground he had been star-

ing at. 
Waunona Park seemed 

like a haunted place to him. 
Overgrown 
with crab-
grass and 
weeds, its 
rusty mon-
key bars and 
empty sand 
boxes gave 
off a deso-
late, morbid 
ambiance. 

The de-
pressing 
color of the 
sky and cold 
wind only 
added to 
the feeling. 
A run-down 
shelter bare-
ly holding 
itself togeth-
er was at the 
park’s center. 
Walking out 

from within the tired struc-
tures appeared a well-dressed 
man.

His shoes were polished, 
black and shiny. He wore a 
well-tailored, gray suit, fresh 
white shirt, and black bow 
tie. His black hair was cut 
short and well groomed. On 
his head he sported a small 
brown derby. He glanced 
around for a moment then 
started walking towards the 
wasted looking teen. Har-
vey watched the man with 
his blood shot eyes as he 
approached, wondering all 
the while why such a sharp 
dressed man would wear such 
a crappy looking hat.

 
Click to buy the book:>

https://amzn.to/3w3q2s5

https://amzn.to/3w3q2s5
http://amzn.to/3olqHkp
http://www.thedarkcreatures.com/
https://amzn.to/3w3Wx9q
https://amzn.to/3w3q2s5
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TALES FROM THE SCRIPT
Observations and Opinions on Screenwriting by  
script doctor LANCE THOMPSON  scriptdoc88@gmail.com

Commenting on my last column about trouble 
in the second act my esteemed colleague and 
learned script doctor Scott McConnell suggested 
a follow-up piece on how to make obstacles in the 
second act unique and different from each other.

The second act is all about placing obstacles 
between the main character and his goal.  As the 
character encounters obstacles, his actions or deci-
sions reveal who he is.  Some 
writers call this a “character 
arc,” and some view this as 
a character undergoing a 
necessary change.  I believe 
that the character does not 
change, but his true nature is 
revealed.

Imagine a group of people 
taking a voyage on a yacht.  
All are charming, friendly, 
and civilized.  On the surface, 
they are all wonderful peo-
ple.  But imagine if the yacht 
springs a leak or gets bat-
tered in a storm and starts to 
sink.  Imagine also that there 
isn’t room in the lifeboat for 
everyone aboard.  Some will 
fight for spots on the lifeboat, 
others will give up their spots 
to those more in need, others will follow some 
other course.  How characters act under extreme 
circumstances doesn’t change them–it reveals who 
they are, their true personalities and priorities.

Obstacles for a character in the second act can 
be external (economic hardship, an opposing 
team, a wild animal stalking its victim) and internal 
(fear, avarice, pride, shame).  The best external 
obstacles will be the ones that trigger the charac-
ter’s internal flaws.  For example, if a character has 

a great fear of heights, his goal may require him to 
climb the highest mountain or parachute out of an 
airplane.  If a character fears a painful secret, he 
should have to risk revealing that secret to attain 
his goal.

Obstacles in the second act should increase in 
difficulty as the story progresses.  They should be 
additive rather than episodic.  For example, in The 

Game of Death, Bruce Lee’s last, 
unfinished movie, Lee must fight a 
series of martial artists, each one 
more skilled than the last.  The 
obstacles increase in difficulty.  
But he overcomes each opponent 
one by one, so the obstacles are 
episodic.  More effective would 
be a story in which each defeated 
opponent is joined by the next 
so that Bruce Lee must fight one, 
then two, then three opponents.  
If he only has a limited time to 
accomplish this, the obstacles 
compound and multiply.  

The more complex the character 
and the more flaws that he has, 
the greater variety of obstacles 
the writer can invent.  Obstacles 
and the character’s decisions and 
actions to overcome them will tell 

us who the character is at heart and help us identi-
fy with him in his quest to reach his goal.

Lance Thompson is a script doctor, ghost writer 
and actor.  He can be reached at scriptdoc88@
gmail.com.

You can read more about Bruce Lee’s final script, 
‘Game of Death’ at  https://bit.ly/BruceGOD

Second Thoughts

Bruce Lee’s sketches for ‘Game of Death’ from FanPop.com

mailto: scriptdoc88@gmail.com
http://www.FanPop.com
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  A CONVERSATION WITH...

Diann Boehm
YA and Children’s Author, Illustrator

Diann Floyd Boehm is an award-winning international author of 
children’s books and has published young adult historical fiction. 
Diann writes books to inspire readers to be kind, like themselves, 
and “Embrace Imagination.”

B&P: You were the author and illustrator of your 
first two books. Was that difficult to juggle?

DB: I had never thought about illustrating before, 
just taking silk painting classes. I remember think-
ing about the character, the little girl living on the 
moon, and where I wanted to go with future sto-
ries. I remember thinking about how I wanted to 
do something different with the illustrations, and 
then while I was painting, it dawned on me what 
to do. I became very excited, so juggling the story 
and the illustrations was not difficult.

B&P: What made you decide to branch off from 
teaching into writing?

DB: As they say, life is a journey, and I had been 
out of the classroom training teacher on how 
to use technology effectively in the classroom. 
I enjoyed that very much as it connected me to 
teachers and students. I wrote stories while teach-
ing at the school and as an educational consultant. 
Once we moved to Dubai, my story writing became 
full-time.  

B&P: How has the market for children’s books 
changed over the last few years? 

DB: I am sure my publishers can address this 
question better, but I will share with you that I am 
so pleased that Hybrid Publishing Companies have 
become more widely accepted by mainstream 
bookstores. 
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Hybrid publishing, in a nut-
shell, is ‘author-assisted publish-
ing.’ There are many types of 
‘hybrid’ publishing companies, 
and you must find the one that 
is right for you. I am pleased to 
have found two ‘hybrid’ pub-
lishing companies, OC Publish-
ing and Texas Sister Press.

B&P: How do you begin 
the process of putting a book 
together?

DB: I do not have to wor-
ry about putting the book 
together; thank goodness the 
publishing companies do that. 

B&P: You’ve also written a YA 
novel ‘Rise! A Girl’s Struggle for 
More’ which was based on the 

life of your grandmother. Could 
you tell us a bit more about 
that book and also how diffi-
cult it was to take reality and 
make it fictional?

DB: I am deeply proud of 
‘Rise a Girl’s Struggle for More,’ 
but truthfully, when I came up 
with the idea to write a book 
that would inspire young peo-
ple to go for their dreams even 
if it takes a while to make them 
happen, I had no idea how 

difficult historical fiction is. Of 

course, I have enjoyed reading 
biographies and historical fiction. 
Still, now that I know all the 
research, the hours, and in some 

cases, years that go into writ-
ing historical fiction, I admire 
the authors who write in this 
genre. 

I told my mom about my 
idea to write a story based 
on grandma, who needed 
to be educated at a higher 
level than High School, which 
was unusual for a girl born 
in 1904. My mom loved the 
idea but warned me it would 
be a lot of work. My mom 

was an avid reader and never 
went anywhere with at least two 
books with her. She usually had 2 
– 3 books she was reading at the 
same time, and she got her love 
of reading from her mom. Family 
history and stories are import-
ant to my parents; therefore, I 
have family stories passed down 
through the generations on both 
sides of the family. Lucky for me, 
in the case of ‘Rise A Girl’s Strug-
gle for More,’ I had my mom tell-
ing me the more grown-up ver-
sions of different things grandma 

experienced. My mom and I 
made a road trip and traveled 
along the train route we are 
pretty sure grandma would 
have taken to Missouri. Then 
we visited the school, which is 
now a museum. It was a trip 
we both found very special, 
and we felt grandma was 
with us the whole time. Many 
have enjoyed the story, so 
OC Publishing has requested 
that I write a sequel. I am 
overwhelmed with joy and am 
busy researching and writing 
the new adventures of Ruby. 

B&P: You’ve traveled with your 
husband, including a stint in the 
Philippines, and lived away for 
fourteen years. How has inter-
national travel adjusted your 
viewpoints when it comes to 
writing?

DB: My husband and I have 
been very blessed to see the 
world. His first job as a Foreign 
Service Officer overseas was in 
Manila, Philippines. I had only 
lived in Virginia and Texas before 
then. It was a great way to 
start a marriage. I taught at the 

https://amzn.to/3QFEKgG
https://amzn.to/3C8clfh
https://amzn.to/3w55H5Q
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American International School 
and performed with the ‘Reper-
tory Philippines’ in two of their 
musicals, Annie and Pipan, at the 
National Theater.

  We traveled to various parts 
of Asia while we were there. 
Then, we returned home, and 
my husband began Law School 
at the University of Texas; I was 
a first-time mom and started 
teaching in a private school in 
Austin, Texas. Fast 
forward, we moved 
to Dubai when our 
kids were grown and 
lived overseas for 14 
years and what an 
experience. I dog sled 
in the Artic with Julie 
Amer, ‘Mountain High 
Company’, where 
we raised money for 
breast cancer and 
helped with breast 
cancer awareness. 
I did humanitarian 
work with several 
outfits in Uganda, 
Ethiopia, and Kenya. 
With each experience, 
I grew as a human be-
ing in discovering the 
respect and beauty 
of life and culture in 
other countries. My 
husband and I traveled to many 
places for vacation but also to 
learn and find new ways to give 
back to the world. 

When it comes to my writing, 
yes, of course, it has an impact, 
and the one thing I can say is I 
wish everyone would realize we 
are more alike than different. To 
embrace the beauty of people 
and learn from one another. 
We are all blessed with talents; 

learning from another person in 
another part of the world is just 
magical. Let me share a couple 
of experiences,  I met a lovely 
jewelry maker in Kenya, and we 
gathered our supplies and sat 
under a beautiful tree for shade 
as we made our necklaces. In 
Ethiopia, I  walked a few miles to 
the river to collect drinking wa-
ter for the family. Those are just 
two of so many experiences that 

would take your breath away. 
I have a deep respect for the 
villagers and their life. I loved sit-
ting in a Neba Hut with the locals 
and laughing and telling stories 
while we shared a meal.   You 
think in side how lucky you are 
to meet these beautiful people 
and know you are all the same. 
You want food on the table for 
your family and peace and har-
mony. These experiences have 

helped me understand what I 
want my focus to be with my sto-
ries, to love one another, to be 
kind to others, to love yourself, 
and to embrace imagination.

B&P: What is your writing 
process like? 

DB: I am the type of writer 
that writes the story and then 
worry about the outline. 

My steps are; basically, an idea 
comes to me. I think about it and 
let it just percolate for a while 
till the story becomes clear. I 
might wake up in the middle 
of the night and have to write; 
sometimes it is when I first wake 
up, and other times I will be 
working in the garden, and all 
of a sudden, the story becomes 
apparent, and I write it down. If 
it is a chapter book, the chapter 
will become evident, and I can 
write. 

Then there is the editing pro-
cess: I do the first edit, then it 
goes to a professional editor, and 
finally to the publisher to see if 
they are interested. 

Once I receive a thumbs up, it 
is time to look for an illustrator.

 I do not use the same illustra-
tor for two reasons, it took me 
a long time to be published, and 
I feel it is the same for an artist. 
First, I want to open the door for 
an artist so they can share their 
gifts, and secondly, I think stories 
have a different feel, so having 
a different artist for my stories 
makes sense to me.

B&P: Advice to new authors? 
What is one thing they must do?

DB: My advice to new authors 

https://amzn.to/3SQWM1v
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is to start writing. If you start and 
stop, your book will never get 
written. There is no perfect sen-
tence off the bat. Just write your 
story. Find a place that is just for 
writing and devote time to it. 
You might start with 15 minutes 
and work your way into more 
time. Believe in yourself and the 
story you want to tell.

I would ask yourself, why do 
you want to write? If the answer 
is—I want to write a book that 
will become a movie, or I want 
to write a book and become rich, 
then you need to reevaluate why 
you want to be an author

B&P: If you could do it all over, 
would you change anything?

DB: Well, I would hire a publi-
cist. I was not aware of publicists 
for authors. I have always just 
thought of them for the Stars. 
Why? Because they help you get 
your books known, and that is 
what I want. To have my stories 

inspire readers. To make peo-
ple smile, learn something, and 
embrace imagination. I am lucky 
to have met Mickey Mikkelson, 
my publicist, as I always learn 
something new from him.

I would also say find some 
author groups immediately; do 
not wait till you are published. 
When you find a group that is 
supportive of each other, then 
your craft as an author improves, 
and friends flourish. I belong to  
‘Through the Eyes of Authors’ 
run by Aimee Ravichandran, who 
also has the company Abundant-
ly Social. The authors are the 
most supportive people I have 
ever met. There are no words 
to express how much I have 
learned from Aimee’s company.  

B&P: Anything you would like 
to mention I have not asked?

DB: I want to suggest to peo-
ple, even if you do not wish to 
be a published author, to make 

time for yourself. Go to the park 
with a notepad and observe the 
setting and people around you. 
Write what comes to mind. It 
might only be a few adjectives 
or a complete sentence. Like, 
the ducks today were having 
a fun time diving deep for the 
fish. Being in nature, looking 
at the clouds, and hearing the 
birds can make your heart sing. 
Think about it; your day is filled 
with blessings just by having air 
in your lungs and breathing for 
another day, so go out and enjoy 
the magic around you.

Find Diann Boehm at:

Website:  
https://www.diannfloydboehm.
com/

Amazon:
https://amzn.to/3dqYrup
LinkedIn: https://www.linke-

din.com/in/diannfloydboehm

PRODUCTS FOR PRODUCTS FOR 
WRITERSWRITERS

These are products that have been tried by Books & Pieces Magazine, or 
friends of the magazine, and seem interesting to share with you. This is not an 
endorsement of any product and offered as information only. We advise that 
you do your own research before buying anything.

Samsill Vintage Hardback 3 Ring Zipper Binder, 
Professional Binder Organizer, Planner Binder, 1 Inch 
3 Ring Leather Binder with Zipper, Letter Size 8.5 x 11, 
Faux Brown Leather
Zippered binder features a vintage style for a unique and upscale 
appearance. Concealed rivet construction maintains its sleek design 
for a professional look. Wraparound zipper keeps files contained 
to prevent any chance of losing your important documents. Two 
interior pockets provide extra storage for your loose or unpunched 
materials. Binder with 1” round rings is perfect for organizing 
presentations, manuals, projects and more. $26.99

Click HERE  https://amzn.to/3PHl4Zj

https://www.diannfloydboehm.com/
https://amzn.to/3dqYrup
https://www.linkedin.com/in/diannfloydboehm
https://amzn.to/3PHl4Zj
https://amzn.to/3PHl4Zj
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SHORT STORY

The Possum and the Plum
by Joshua Packard

The 1st Day
 
One day in late May, there lay a plum tree in an 

orchard beside a small knick knack shop. Sudden-
ly, a plum fell from that tree, and the events that 
followed would go down in history as the greatest 
mistake ever made. You see, there was a small 
possum below that tree, and, with the plum in his 
mouth, he scurried to the deck of the shop, ate the 
flesh, and left the pit above the stairs.

Directly after this, a young man of an unknown 
name, walked out of the door with a handful of 
cheap wines and slipped on the pit, fell, and broke 
his leg. Now, beside the pit just happened to be a 
broken floorboard, and noticing that instead, the 
man blamed the floorboard and the store owners 
therewith. Having no money to pay for his hospital 
bills, and filled with anger that all his wine bot-
tles had broken and that he would miss his son’s 
graduation that night, the man decided to sue the 
owners. When he got a lawyer, who incidentally 
happened to be a past carpenter and floor special-
ist, the lawyer grew very vexed that a store would 
not be up to code. Going along with coincidences, 
that afternoon, the lawyer noticed in his office 
that there were no fire exits. Filled with wrath that 
the city was lacking in safety regulations, he then 
decided to visit more stores and shops and they 
too, strengthened his spite, for half had broken 
floorboards. Knowing that something had to be 
done, the lawyer went to the mayor in city hall 
and demanded that the mayor send inspectors to 
every store in the small town and hand out fines. A 
lawful man, the mayor agreed.

Now, as it was, the town’s people were ex-
ceedingly poor and but humble farmer folk. They 
had no money to pay fines, and barely made it by 
themselves on their meager salaries. One store 

owner in particular, threatened with a $5,000 fine 
which he could not pay lest he went bankrupt, de-
cided to speak up in the streets and rile up the oth-
er store owners. Very quickly, they began to form 
a de facto coalition and attended regular meetings 
with one another, discussing their concerns with 
the city’s codes and conducts. After many talks and 
deliberations, the owners decided that they would 
all go on strike and threaten the city with closing 
all of their stores at once if the mayor didn’t stop 
sending inspectors.

The 2nd Day
 
Hearing the demands of the people, yet being 

an ardent follower of rules and a former judge, 
the mayor refused to give into the demands of the 
people and insisted that city officials continued to 
hand out fines. Immediately after this, the store 
owners, keeping their word, closed all of their 
stores within one hour. Naturally, the town’s peo-
ple worried and quickly began to panic.

Seeing that the owners were serious and con-
cerned of the lay people, the mayor grew wor-
ried and pleaded with the owners that he would 
lower the fines. The owners, however, seeing their 
impact and power to influence politics and the 
town overall, decided that they would demand 
lower taxes while they striked. Knowing not what 
to do, but that they and all their families were 
starving for food, the city council grew furious 
and threatened to send in the national guard and 
bring in government assistance if the stores were 
not opened. One must understand that the town 
was situated in a small valley surrounded by large 
mountains and at least a hundred miles from the 
nearest town. There was no option to leave and 
get food somewhere else close.
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Meanwhile, the citizens be-
gan to rally and riot in the streets 
that night. Some stores were 
burned to the ground during this 
and this only fueled the anger of 
the store owners, enticing them 
to stand their ground and refuse 
service in spite. The meetings 
became more and more regular, 
to the point where the owners 
began to form their own soci-
ety called the “Society of Store 
Men”. For the violence against 
them and their stores, the Soci-
ety of Store Men declared the 
lay people terrorists. In retalia-
tion, and believing themselves 
to be fighters of freedom and 
choice, Society members spo-
radically burned down barns to 
send a message. They wished to 
be feared and honored for giving 
the people food and resources.

Angry as well, the common 
people formed their own group 
bent on fighting the Society and 
named themselves the “Com-
monwealth Crusaders”. During 
their meetings, they proclaimed 
members of the Society of Store 
Men terrorists, as they had 
done. 

At one point, attending a 
meeting at a local Buymart, the 
leader of the Society was assas-
sinated through the window by a 
Crusader while giving a speech. 
Directly after this, a horde of 
Crusaders ambushed the store 
and made war with the Store 
Men. This would go down as the 
first battle in the town, forever 
called the “Battle of Buymart”.

The 3rd Day
 
The following day, desperate 

and hungry, the mayor sent in 
the National Guard to restore 
order. They enforced martial law 
and set a curfew for the citizens. 
Seeing the violence, the guards 
attempted to arrest as many 
people as possible, but this only 
enraged them further and fight-
ing continued.

Now, rather peculiarly, at 
the height of the starvation and 
discord, a small politician who 
owned a closed-down fast-food 
joint called the “French Fry King-
dom”, defected from the Society 
of Store Men and gave a speech 
in front of city hall. He called 
himself “Fred” and made a deal 
with the people: that if he gave 
them endless amounts of food 
for free, they should pronounce 
him mayor instead. Desperate, 
and thinking it was a good deal, 
the people agreed and dubbed 
him “French Fry Fred”. 

Eventually seeing his power 
and how dependent the people 
were on him, French Fry Fred 
began to slowly ask for more 
power, and the small politician 
and owner he used to be began 
to grow very large. Crazed with 
his might, he began to show 
signs of psychosis. He would 
dress up in a large french fry cos-
tume with ketchup on top and 
wear it every second of the day 
and night, even as he slept. He 
vowed to eat only french fries at 
every meal and created his own 
food lingo that he’d speak in his 
grand orations. 

The National Guardsmen 
couldn’t help but take notice 
of the godlike figure of Fred. 
They saw how easily he could 
mollify the people and cease 
the violence. For this reason, 

they eliminated the curfews and 
allowed congregations and large 
gatherings which had for a while 
been banned. That night, while 
the people (and even guardsmen 
and policemen) awed and won-
dered at the speaking french fry 
that was Fred, Fred stood upon a 
large podium and gave a fantas-
tic and flamboyant speech. In his 
crazed state, he threw cheese-
burgers and chicken nuggets into 
the cheering crowd. Suddenly, 
for no reason at all during this, 
save perhaps coincidence alone, 
as Fred lifted up his hands while 
saying, “I am the savior sent 
from the French Fry Kingdom in 
Heaven!”, a lightning bolt from 
a storm which had been raging 
all day, struck the microphone 
in front of him. The people grew 
silent, their jaws dropped, they 
began to cry, they bowed, and 
they wailed in praise of their 
newfound Christ.

The 4th Day
 
 On the next day, the 

people quickly converted Fred’s 
restaurant into a church and 
sanctuary. It was the haven and 
holy spot of the food saviour 
who had come down to bring 
peace and appetites to the 
world. All were required to pray 
before entering the establish-
ment and all food that came out 
of it was blessed beforehand. 
In the heart of the city, a large 
throne was built and erected on 
which Fred sat and said, “Salva-
tion lies with me. All who follow 
the way of the french fry will 
earn everlasting food and happi-
ness in the French Fry Kingdom 
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above!”.
 The National Guard 

about this time, sat around and 
ate cheeseburgers from him. 
Already somewhat on his side, 
they began to wholeheartedly 
give themselves over to him 
after seeing his charisma and 
charm. Nearly all swore their 
allegiance to him and vowed to 
protect him with their weapons. 
Meanwhile, Fred chose ten of 
the most gluttonous people in 
town (one for each of his chicken 
nuggets in his to-go boxes) and 
appointed them to be his disci-
ples. With their mouths agape, 
they were instructed to write 
the manifesto of French Fry Fred 
and the doctrine of Fredism. 
It was soon the norm that any 
who spoke out against Fredism 
or fast food in general, would 
be drowned in a vat of mustard 
or be tortured with seasonings 
sprinkled in their eyes.

 Later that evening, Fred 
stood from his throne and de-
clared to the people that a new 
order should be set up–a cru-
sade of sorts. He demanded that 
the “Republic of Fredists” be es-
tablished throughout the Pacific 
Northwest in which they dwelt. 
To get the remaining guardsmen 
and policemen on his side, he of-
fered them seven-figure salaries 
in the new Republic. Before the 
clock struck midnight, they were 
all converted and religionized.

The 5th Day
On the fifth day after the 

plum fell from the dastard tree, 
the Fredists and their guards 
gathered up a convoy with all 

the town’s vehicles and drove 
and marched towards Portland, 
Oregon. On the way, Fred tied 
himself to a pole atop one of the 
trucks and sang and danced–still 
in his costume, of course. After 
a few hours, singing hymns and 
raising his hands as though he 
was in an opera, a bee flew 
into Fred’s mouth. Quickly, Fred 
choked and suffocated to death. 
From that point onwards, one 
would assume, the era of the 
holy French Fry and Fredists all 
around would disappear and 
slowly evaporate. One would be 
sorely incorrect.

When the convoy finally 
made it to Portland, they dis-
covered Fred’s lifeless body. 
Needless to say, all broke down 
before him, wailing, sobbing, 
lamenting of their God. Shortly 
thereafter, the Fredists gathered 
round, buried and martyred him, 
and vowed to forever spread 
his message. This didn’t come 
without disagreement, however. 
Some thought Fred preferred 
cheeseburgers over fries and 
would have wanted only burgers 
in churches, while others be-
lieved that Fred was not some 
saviour, but God himself mani-
fested in the flesh. These dis-
putes resulted in the splitting up 
of the group into factions, and 
many versions of Fredism were 
formed.

It was about this time, that 
an extremely wealthy magician 
in the city began to take notice 
of Fred after being visited at 
his home by a Fredist mission-
ary. Seeing the amazement of 
his influence, he contemplated 
becoming a saviour himself. He 
fashioned for himself a large 

burger costume, walked out into 
the streets, and proclaimed him-
self the great and most merciful 
“Burger Boy”.

Burger Boy then, as the Fre-
dists had done, visited people’s 
homes and performed magic 
tricks (which people took as mir-
acles). In no time at all, he began 
to garner a significant quantity of 
followers, and they began to be 
called the “Burger Boy Children”; 
their father, St. Burger Boy. It 
was obviously inevitable that 
two major religions could not co-
exist in the city, so war eventual-
ly broke out between the Burger 
Boy Children and Fredists. Great 
and violent fighting ensued in 
the heart of the city, until some-
thing even stranger occurred. As 
this all happened, a small hippy 
with a bullhorn held up a walnut 
and said, “I have seen the truth!” 
The hippy explained that, while 
eating some wild mushroom in 
the woods, he saw a walnut and 
it began to speak with him. The 
walnut “spoke” to the man and 
explained its name was “Fred”. 
The hippy, being a Fredists him-
self, knew that the only expla-
nation was that the walnut itself 
was the incarnation of French 
Fry Fred.

The violence instantly halted 
and all the people surrounded 
the nut, marveling and drooling 
over it. The hippy then handed 
out more wild mushrooms he 
found. When the people began 
hearing the voice too, they fell to 
their knees and prayed.

“Hail the walnut! Praise 
Fred!” They cried.

In no time, all sects of Fre-
dism were reunited, and even 
Burger Boy and his Children 
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started to take notice. Eventually, even they turned 
into Fredists.

The 6th Day
 
As the story of the walnut swept across the 

country (and later, the world), the new religion, 
that of post-Fredism, called Walnutism, was es-
tablished. The sacred nut was painted gold, and 
a large cathedral was constructed around it. The 
religion did not come without skepticism, however. 
There were many who did not have faith in the nut 
and stuck with their own anti-nutist beliefs.

The old disciples of Fred, along with the new 
priests of Walnutism, began to rile up the people 
of Portland and swiftly, they vowed to abolish all 
other religions in the West and form their Repub-
lic. Not too long afterwards, part of the National 
Guard reserves conquered the major cities and 
capitals of the Western states and the empire of 
Walnutism was erected. 

It was about then that the U.S. President start-
ed to take notice of the strange phenomenon and 
civil unrest. Curious of it, he made the decision 
to visit the Walnut in person. When he entered 
the cathedral and stared upon the nut, the clouds 
above incidentally departed from beneath the sun, 
and the golden nut glowed and radiated with the 
sun’s light. He, like the others, kneeled before it in 
penance and cried. He made an oath with himself 
that he would give his life over to Walnutism and 
make it the official religion of the nation. As he 
prayed, a small boy came up to him, also praying, 
and told the story of how the nut cured his com-
mon cold. This only strengthened the President’s 
newfound faith.

From there, the President chose to live in 
Portland and appointed Walnut priests as his head 
advisors and cabinet. They too, instructed him to 
make Walnutism the official religion and have it be 
taught in every school. The President, then wear-
ing a headdress of walnut leaves and twigs and 
necklace of french fries, stood up with his chest 
high, and declared the order that the consumption 
of all walnuts from thereon would be illegal, and 
the plants only the priests could grow.

The lay people and nonbelievers of the nut 
grew angrier and angrier as every hour passed. 
Many began to eat only walnuts as their meals 
in spite, and dozens of them died of potassium 
poisoning as a result. A new war started to kick off 
between the two sides, and very, very suddenly, a 
walnut revolution commenced.

The 7th Day
The shrine of the Fredian nut started to become 

increasingly guarded by soldiers and policemen 
about this time, but the cathedral still remained 
vulnerable because of the fighting. In an act of des-
peration, the President, as Commander-and-Chief, 
ordered that every last member of the National 
Guard be sent to protect the shrine. Unable to 
argue, they agreed. Congress, by this time, was 
very angry at the President and reluctantly started 
impeachment proceedings against him.

The previous night, the President had a dream 
about the nut in which it spoke and gave revela-
tions unto him. He came to see that all nuts were 
a part of one great nut-monarchy, with Fred, the 
holy Walnut, as the king. Moved by this, he swore 
to protect and continue to build up the Walnut 
kingdom.

In an act of sanity and retaliation, Congress 
and the lay people teamed up and established 
the “Brave Entente Against Nuts” organization, 
or “B.E.A.N.” for short. The Vice President was 
appointed its leader. That day, the V.P. held a rally 
and, with grand speeches and hand gestures, the 
BEAN people began to even worship him. Soon, all 
unions across the East coast and South joined the 
BEAN coalition and encouraged all employees to 
make BEAN propaganda with Lima beans as their 
symbol. Even news stations and media outlets be-
gan changing their names to things like, “The Daily 
Bean”, “The New York Beans”, “US Beans Today”. 
Flags of Lima beans were strung and hung up on 
every street corner outside of the Western Walnut 
kingdom.

Of course, a civil war erupted eventually when 
a Walnutist accidentally ran over a BEANist spokes-
man. This civil war was at least a hundred times 
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as terrible as the first American 
civil war, and, seeing a chance 
to strike and take over the West 
while they were preoccupied 
with fighting, Eastern countries 
launched nuclear weapons 
against the U.S. They would walk 
through the ashes and take over 
afterward. The President, how-
ever, having the Nuclear Football 
on his side, and not going down 
without a fight, put his codes in 
and sent the U.S.  arsenal of nu-
clear weapons across the world 
and to the rest of the U.S.

Indeed, as the bombs roared 

and flashed above and across 
the planet, there lay the possum 
in his hole beneath the ground, 
quietly sleeping with a half-eat-
en plum beside him.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Joshua (J.R.) Packard 
is currently an under-
graduate at Central 
Washington University 
majoring in journalism 
and creative writing. 

He has one novel, three novel-

las, and various short stories in 
magazines published. He is fond 
of literary and dystopian books, 
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dity on the children’s books side.

Find him on 
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to/3zURk4V

Twitter: https://twitter.com/
JRPackard16

Goodreads: https://www.
goodreads.com/author/
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A magical island. A  
dangerous task.  

A burning secret!
Linus Baker leads a quiet, solitary life. At 

forty, he lives in a tiny house with a devious 
cat and his old records. As a Case Worker at 
the Department in Charge Of Magical Youth, 
he spends his days overseeing the well-
being of children in government-sanctioned 
orphanages.

But the children aren’t the only secret the 
island keeps. Their caretaker is the charming 
and enigmatic Arthur Parnassus, who will do 
anything to keep his wards safe. As Arthur 
and Linus grow closer, long-held secrets are 
exposed, and Linus must make a choice: 
destroy a home or watch the world burn.

An enchanting story, masterfully told, 
The House in the Cerulean Sea is about 
the profound experience of discovering an 
unlikely family in an unexpected places and 
realizing that family is yours.

BUY IT TODAY: https://amzn.to/389EWUn

https://amzn.to/3zURk4V
Twitter:
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/20784570.J_R_Packard
https://amzn.to/389EWUn
https://amzn.to/389EWUn
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HAVE YOU READ THESE EXCELLENT BOOKSEXCELLENT BOOKS
You wake up in the morning 

to discover that you have been 
sealed into your home.The doors 
are locked, the windows are 
barred. THERE’S NO WAY OUT.

A madman is playing a deadly 
game with you and your family. 
A game with no rules, only conse-
quences.

So what do you do? Grab your 
copy...and get ready for the 
ultimate lockdown!

 

CLICK HERE.  
https://amzn.to/3PoyRUU

By a USA Today bestselling 
author: 

Michael, a professor of particle 
physics, has discovered a way to 
pierce the veil of time and space, 
but in so doing, he’s unwittingly 
opened Pandora’s box. Is it possi-
ble to undo what a future version 
of yourself has done, or is the 
world doomed to the chaos that’s 
been loosed on the world?

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3JaEowh

For Britain’s counterintelligence 
operations, this meant finding the 
unlikeliest agent imaginable—a 
history professor named Alfred 
Vicary, handpicked by Churchill 
himself to expose a highly dan-
gerous, but unknown, traitor. The 
Nazis, however, have also chosen 
an unlikely agent. Catherine Blake 
a beautiful widow of a war hero, a 
hospital volunteer—and a Nazi spy 
under direct orders from Hitler: un-
cover the Allied plans for D-Day... 

 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3aZr5ll

Wheat Belly introduced the world 
to the hidden dangers of modern 
wheat and gluten, revolutionizing 
the conversation around health 
and weight loss forever. Nearly a 
decade later, Dr. William Davis’s 
provocative indictment of the dom-
inant staple in our diet continues 
to inspire countless people to “lose 
the wheat.”

 
 CLICK HERE. 
https://amzn.to/3PpeE1b

Now a major ITV series, Grace, 
starring John Simm.

It was meant to be a harmless 
stag-night prank. But a few hours 
later, the groom has disappeared 
and his friends are dead.

With only three days to the 
wedding, Roy Grace is contacted 
by the man’s distraught fiancée to 
unearth what happened on that 
fateful night.

 CLICK HERE. 
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film of the same name, directed 
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won the Academy Award for Best 
Picture. 
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‘Where the 
Crawdads Sing’

by Delia Owens

‘Where the Crawdads Sing’ 
(2018, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 
paperback, 379 pages, $9.98) 
by Delia Owens is the compel-
ling story of Kya, also known as 
the Marsh Girl. Abandoned at 7 
years old—first by her mother 
who walked out on all of her 
children and then by her drunk-
en father—Kya learns to fend 
for herself with only gulls as 
companions.  Resilient, smart 
and above all, a survivor, the 
spunky narrator soon discovers 
how to feed and clothe herself 
while evading local authorities. 

As she matures into a love-
ly teenager, her beauty lures 
two love interests. Tate, her 
brother’s good friend who be-
friends her and teaches her to 
read and Chase, the local high 
school quarterback. But things 

don’t go as planned for either 
romance, and the book takes 
a turn that leaves the reader 
guessing what really happened.  
The twisty-turvy plot, the de-
tails of nature, and an infusion 
of poetry, makes the book a 
page-turner with just the right 
mix of tension and description.  

Owens also has a knack for 
seamlessly weaving in so-
cially-relevant topics such as 
the undercurrent of racism in 
1950s and ‘60s North Carolina. 
Kya observes the inequality of 
black people after she be-
friends Jumpin’. The man not 
only provides her with a small 
income by buying Kya’s harvest-
ed mussels, but he also makes 
sure his wife educates Kya on 
the facts of life.  Kya’s other 
salvation is her friendship with 
Tate, who not only encourages 
her love of nature by exchang-
ing small marvels of nature 
with her such as a special 
feather or an interesting shell, 
but ultimately introduces her 
to a book publisher interested 
in her collections and obser-
vations of the natural world in 
the marsh. 

Owens earned a Bachelor 
of Science degree in zoology 
from the University of Georgia 
and a Ph.D. in Animal Behavior 

from the University of Cali-
fornia at Davis. She has lived 
in some of the most remote 
areas of Africa while conduct-
ing scientific research on lions, 
elephants and other animals. 
Capturing these experiences in 
writing, she has co-authored 
three internationally bestselling 
nonfiction books about her life 
as a wildlife scientist. Owens 
won the John Burroughs Award 
for Nature Writing and her 
work has appeared in Nature, 
Journal of Mammalogy, The 
African Journal of Ecology, and 
International Wildlife. She cur-
rently lives in Idaho.  Owens’s 
conservation work in Zambia 
was clouded by controversy 
following the shooting of a 
suspected poacher in 1995. The 
anti-poaching patrol involved in 

http://www.jillhedgecock.com
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the death was part of a conservation project run 
by Owens and her then husband, Mark Owens. 
The crime was never solved, and interest in the 
case has resumed as a result of the popularity of 
‘Where the Crawdads Sing.’ 

The novel has received many well-deserved 
accolades. It has been on the New York Times 
Bestseller List for 171 weeks and counting. It was 
An Amazon Best Book of August 2018, A Reese 
Witherspoon x Hello Sunshine Book Club Pick, 
and made the Goodreads Choice Awards List.  

It was released as a major motion picture 
on July 15, 2022 to mixed reviews with many 
movie-goers lamenting that the book was better. 
Fans of Barbara Kingsolver’s nature novels such 
as ‘Prodigal Summer’ and ‘Flight Behavior’ will 
likely enjoy this novel. ‘Where the Crawdads 
Sing’ has sold more than 15 million copies 
worldwide, if you haven’t bought it yet, now’s 
the time. If you have it and haven’t read it yet, it 
should be moved to the top of the pile.  

https://amzn.to/3xV8dvB
https://amzn.to/3b3WzXu
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has changed?”
Now Paul sighed.  “It would 

seem so.”
“What?”
“I don’t know.”  He glanced 

around.  Already the rest of the 
hunting party was busy with 
camping chores.  All except 
Adrian Skinner, the guide who 
was now seated on the air-
plane’s broken wing, and Skinner 
was watching him and Alexan-
dra.  “I’m beginning to think he 
knows, though,” said Paul.

“Shadows are getting longer,” 
said Alexandra, her voice barely 
audible over the waves break-
ing below.  “It will be dark in 
another hour or so.  Paul . . . I’m 
hungry.”

“Delmonico’s is in my tent.”
“Ribeye steak?” she said.  

“Baked potato with sour cream, 
broccoli with Béarnaise sauce, 
a merlot from Languedoc, and 
candlelight?”

“Would you settle for field ra-
tions, warm sodas, and a couple 
candles?”

“Boom,” she said.

Dear Towhomit,
I am now convinced that we 

have been brought to this place, 
but I still don’t know why.  I now 
have an ally, and perhaps more:  
Alexandra Talbot

“Sinclair,” amended Alexandra, 
hovering near his shoulder.  “My 
father’s name.  I kept it.  Alex-
andra Sinclair.  Do you have to 
write that right now?  I thought 
we—.”

“Please.  I need to do this 

while I’m thinking about it 
fresh.”

Sinclair.  We’re developing a 
list of Odd, of things we know 
but cannot yet explain.  We 
seem to be surrounded by an 
impenetrable wind, cause un-
known.  The ocean level is rising 
inexplicably; something must 
have changed in the environ-
ment, but what?  I think Adrian 
knows

“No,” said Alexandra.  It was 
almost a yell.  She began to walk 
around the center pole of the 
tent while she spoke her mind.  
“No, Paul, it’s not that our envi-
ronment is changing, but that we 
are changing our environment!  
Not us, not you and I.  But the 
others.  You’ve called them on 
it.  Putting a berry patch here 
instead of simply gathering the 
berries when they’re ripe.  Burn-
ing the grass to clear a garden.  
Burning coal instead of wood.  
Planning to mine the coal, 
probably strip-mining, since the 
seam is near the surface.”  She 
paused to regard him.  Already 
he had stopped writing, and was 
standing up where she wouldn’t 
collide with him during her peri-
patetic thinking.  “It’s us,” she 
said again.  “We’re changing it.  
We’re the agents of environmen-
tal change.”

Paul scuffed at the canvas floor 
of the tent.  “You’re saying that 
when we effect a change in the 
environment, the environment 
responds with a change of its 
own.”  Abruptly he rolled his 
eyes.  “Well, duh!  Yes, that’s 
exactly what been happening, all 
over the planet.  That’s the sim-

ple equation.  But . . . but these 
are local changes—the ocean 
level, the winds—and they must 
be engineered somehow.”

Alexandra looked doubtful.  
“How would you engineer a 
ten-foot increase in the ocean 
level?”

“I don’t know.  Nuke Antarc-
tica?  But we’ve seen the differ-
ence in ocean level, Sandy.  So 
it’s happened.  Or . . .”

She snapped her fingers.  “Or 
it’s all an illusion,” she cried.

“I don’t think so,” he replied, 
shaking his head.  “I think we 
really see these things—the 
ocean, the savannah, the forest.  
And certainly the trees are real, 
because they scratched you.  But 
what part of what we see is real, 
and what part only looks real?”

A somber silence followed his 
question.  Finally Alexandra said, 
“This is crazy.”

“A good night’s sleep should 
help to clear our heads.”

Her dove-gray eyes acquired 
a million-mile gaze.  Her fingers 
toyed with the hem of her jersey, 
as if she were going to lift it.  
“What makes you think you’re 
going to get a good night’s 
sleep?” she asked.

“Captain Nemo,” said Paul, 
the next morning, while they 
shared single-serving boxes of 
cold cereal.  “He was the covert 
benefactor for the refugees who 
landed on his mysterious island.  
We’re looking for Nemo.”

“Adrian Skinner?” asked Alex-
andra, between crunches.

He shook his head.  “He’s the 
observer.  I’m betting the radio 
does reach someone:  whoev-
er is behind this.  They receive 

Gyroscope
Continued from page 19
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reports of what transpires here.”
Alexandra dismissed this with a desultory wave 

of her hand.  “Conspiracy theory,” she snorted.
“Exactly.”
She spun back around.  “What?”
“We are the victims of a conspiracy,” Paul went 

on.  “To what end, I don’t know, but—.”
Shouts outside the tent interrupted him.  Tal-

bot’s voice; something that sounded like a slap; 
a scream.  His father demanding a cessation of 
hostilities, although not in so many words.  Paul 
grabbed Alexandra’s hand, and they rushed from 
the tent.

John Talbot was standing over his fallen wife, 
Alexandra’s mother, who had a large red mark on 
her left cheek.  He was so angry that he was un-
able to speak, and could only make mouth noises.  
The elder Barrow was tugging on Talbot’s shoulder, 
trying to pull him away.  Paul’s mother appeared 
to be in shock.  For a change, Adrian Skinner was 
standing up; he looked as if he might be about to 
intervene.

Alexandra rushed to her mother and knelt down 
on the grass beside her, arms around her for sup-
port.

Paul drew up to his father.  “What’s going on?”
“It’s about time you woke up,” said Talbot, to 

Alexandra.  “You slut.”
The vulgarity galvanized Paul in a way he had 

never known before.  He stepped forward and 
swung his fist at Talbot’s face.  Though Talbot 
flinched, the blow landed on his cheek and 
knocked him back a step.  Talbot caught his bal-
ance, and flashed a bloody grin as he raised his 
fists.

“Come get some, sonny,” he said.
“That’s enough, Jack,” Barrow said, in a tone that 

demanded compliance.  To Paul, he added, with 
only the barest hint of mockery, “Well, you might 
make a man yet.”

Paul took a couple of deep breaths and let them 
out slowly.  “What’s going on?” he asked again.

“Liza Talbot has been sneaking additional ra-
tions,” Barrow answered.

“I was hungry!” Liza screamed.  Alexandra tried 
to hold her down, but she struggled back to her 
feet.  “Nobody has done anything to get us out of 
here.  It’s all pioneer stuff with you.  Ration this, 

ration that.  It’s . . . it’s . . . irrational!”
“The radio doesn’t reach anyone,” Barrow said 

calmly.  “We have to—”
“I’m not sure that’s true,” said Paul, with bare-

ly a glance in Skinner’s direction.  “I think we’ve 
received a response.”

“You’re crazy,” sneered Talbot.
“What are you talking about?” Barrow demand-

ed.  “The radio doesn’t get through.  Our smart 
phones don’t work.  Nobody knows we’re here.”

Paul jammed his hands into his pockets and 
trudged over to the berry vine that had been 
transplanted the day before.  Not unexpectedly, 
its leaves appeared to be somewhat wilted.  He 
caught a whiff of something sour and pungent, and 
after several seconds he identified it.  “Bug spray?” 
he said, turning around to address his father.

“We don’t have any pesticide,” said Barrow, with 
a trace of sarcasm.

Paul sighed.  “Have you seen any bugs here?” he 
asked.

“No, but that doesn’t mean they’re not around.  
We can’t take any chances with any crops we 
plant.  And we’re getting ready for that burn, so we 
have a place to cultivate whatever we can find.”

Paul shook his head.  “The prevailing winds blow 
out toward the grasslands.  If you start a fire here, 
there’s no telling how far it will burn out of con-
trol.”

“We’ll control it,” Barrow said, his jaw clenched.  
His eyes flashed anger.  “Same old Paul, trying to 
save the world.”

“Just this little part of it.  Pop, have you looked at 
the ocean?”

“Yeah.  It’s an ocean.  So what?”
“Does it look a little different to you today?”
Barrow squinted toward the horizon.  Waves 

were dashing above the cliffs, with the wind blow-
ing salty spray inland.  “Tide’s come in,” he said at 
last.

Paul held out an ushering arm.  “Let’s go up and 
look at it,” he suggested.

“I don’t need to . . . oh, all right.  I’ll humor you.”
They approached the cliff, with Alexandra trailing 

a step behind.  None of the others followed, but 
Paul had the impression that Skinner was watching 
them closely out of the corner of his eye.  They 
reached a point about three paces from the prec-
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ipice.  Briny froth pelted them 
as the waves crashed not more 
than five feet below.

Staring, Barrow swore softly.
Paul said, “It’s risen about 

fifteen feet since yesterday, Pop.  
That’s not tidal.”

“No,” his father agreed.
“Tell him about the wind,” said 

Alexandra.
“What about the wind?”
“The wind that blew me back 

onto the grass after I jumped,” 
Paul replied.  “The wind Sa . . . 
Alexandra and I encountered in 
the forest.  It’s a wall of wind, 
and it is impenetrable.  It’s 
as good as an electric fence.  
We tried, but we couldn’t get 
through it.”  He looked back at 
the rolling savannah.  “I’d bet 
if you go far enough out there, 
you’d encounter the same 
winds.”

Paul paused for a moment, 
and took Alexandra’s hand.  “So 
what has changed since yester-
day morning, Pop?”

The elder Barrow frowned.  
Wrinkles high on his forehead 
disturbed the gleam of sunlight 
from his balding head.  “I’m not 
sure I follow you,” he said.  His 
gaze took in the pair of them.  
“Unless . . .?”

Paul held up their clasped 
hands.  “I don’t mean this,” he 
said.  “From the time we crashed 
here until yesterday, you were all 
plans and schemes and prepara-
tions for a stay of long duration.  
You were going to do this and 
that.  But you hadn’t actually 
done anything.  Yesterday, you 
did.”  

He released Alexandra and 
began ticking his fingers as he 
made his points.  “You dug up 

a berry vine and not only trans-
planted it, but you placed it in a 
spot not suited to this encamp-
ment.  You sprayed it with bug 
spray without considering the 
effect that spray might have, 
on the plant and on the fruit it 
might bear.  You’re going to start 
a fire you probably will not be 
able to control—”

“You don’t know—”
“Will you please just for once 

hear me out?”
For a moment the elder 

Barrow’s nostrils flared, as if he 
were on the verge of an explo-
sion.  With a visible effort he 
calmed himself, drinking in a 
deep breath and letting it out 
very slowly, while salty spray 
wafted all around them.

“You found a lump of coal and 
immediately planned to locate 
and exploit the seam,” Paul 
continued, as if there had been 
no interruption.  “You’re going 
to use it in our campfire instead 
of harvesting the fallen trees 
in the area and using them for 
firewood.”

Barrow dismissed this with his 
tone.  “You’re concerned about 
carbon emissions.”

“The point,” Paul said stiffly, 
“is that you’re not.  The point 
is that you glommed onto the 
idea of burning coal as soon as 
the opportunity arose, yester-
day, without at least exhausting 
the alternatives first.  And the 
main point is that this occurred 
yesterday.”

“I don’t care for the way you’re 
talking to me, Paul,” said Barrow.

“I don’t care for the way you 
never even grant me the courte-
sy of a hearing, Pop.”

Alexandra inserted herself 

between them, her presence a 
silent plea for peace.

“Right,” said Paul.  His lips 
puffed as he blew air out.  “I’ll 
just finish.  Half a minute.  You 
can wait that long to resume 
raping the landscape.”

Alexandra’s hand on his arm 
stopped him.

Paul nodded.  “But see, that’s 
what has changed, Pop.  Since 
yesterday, you’ve either taken 
action or made specific, delib-
erate plans to take action on 
our environment here.  Since 
yesterday, the ocean level has 
risen,” he glanced out at it, “a 
good fifteen feet.  Now, I’m not 
prepared to explain why this has 
occurred; I know only that it has 
occurred, and that it has oc-
curred in apparent conjunction 
with the various actions I listed.”

“Apparent,” repeated Barrow.
“I’m guessing that if you 

continue changing our environ-
ment,” said Paul, “the ocean lev-
el will continue to rise, flooding 
our campsite, flowing up that 
river over there and inundating 
the land.”

Barrow made a sound of dis-
gust.  “What you’re suggesting 
isn’t even possible.”

“What if it is?”
“Then tell me how,” demand-

ed Barrow.  “You’re suggesting 
that my decision to burn coal 
in our campfire has caused the 
ocean level to rise fifteen feet.”  
He looked sharply at Paul.  “Do 
you understand how insane that 
sounds?”

“In fact, I do,” said Paul.  “But 
humor me a little longer.   Go 
back to the camp and tell the 
others that you’re not going to 
burn the grass or spray any more 
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plants with Bugdead, and you’re going to harvest 
and burn firewood for cooking and for warmth.”  
He looked up at the sun for a moment.  “Though 
why we need warmth here, I’ve no idea.  Anyway, 
go tell them.  It’s only noon, or close to it.  Let’s 
see what happens to the ocean level by sundown.  
If it has gone way down, will you at least give my 
thoughts some consideration?”

Barrow turned away and headed back toward 
the camp.

“Pop?” called Paul.
But the elder Barrow waved him off, and contin-

ued onward.

“What are you thinking?” asked Alexandra, after 
Barrow was out of earshot.

“It’s a set-up,” Paul answered.  “I don’t know 
how, and I’m not completely sure why, but some-
one is trying to teach us something.  More specifi-
cally, to teach my dad something.”  He looked out 
at the ocean again.  “It’s the only thing that makes 
sense.  And even that doesn’t make sense.”

“But you got him to listen to you,” Alexandra 
pointed out.  “That’s something.”

Paul turned and glared at the camp, where his 
father was talking in a low tone to the others.  
“He’s probably telling them to go out and bring 
back all the coal they can find.”

Hand in hand again, they began walking toward 
presumed north and the river.  Paul drew his 
concerns away from the environment to give some 
attention to what had developed between himself 
and Alexandra.  Something of an outcast in the 
camp because of his tender age and his father’s 
general dismissal of him as a sentient being, he 
was grateful that Alexandra, Sandy, was taking 
his part whenever it seemed necessary.  They’d 
formed a bond under the duress of isolation, and 
the romantic in him wondered how long that bond 
would last after they returned to civilization.  

“You’re awfully quiet,” said Alexandra, as they 
reached the crest of a low hill that marked the 
halfway point to the river.  She squeezed his hand.  
“But you’re not tense,” she went on.  “So you’re 
not thinking about your dad and what he might do.  
Therefore, it’s either the problem of why we’re all 
here, or . . . or it’s about us.  You and me.  I’d say 
a penny for your thoughts, but inflation is rough 

these days.  How about two dollars and fifty-three 
cents?”

Paul smiled in spite of his questions.
“That’s better,” she said.  
“This is sudden and unexpected,” he blurted, 

unable to stop himself.
“Maybe for you.”
He stopped, and turned to her.  “What does that 

mean?”
“I’m not as impulsive as it seems,” she admit-

ted.  “Since this trip began, I kind of knew you 
and I would . . . okay, maybe not last night in your 
tent, but I thought at least we would get better 
acquainted.  I mean, we’ve known each other for 
years.  But you appeared to be more interested in 
your diary.”

“It’s therapeutic,” he told her, as they resumed 
their journey toward the river.  “And cathartic.”

“I shouldn’t wonder.”
“It helps me keep myself together whenever I 

feel like I’m coming apart.”
“You don’t want to follow in your dad’s foot-

steps?”
“God, no.  I want . . . I want to finish up my de-

gree this semester and . . . and . . .”
“Save the world?” she asked.  
He shook his head.  “That’s not a task for one 

person,” he said.  “No, I just want to do some 
good, somewhere.”

“Greenpeace?  Quietearth?  Sierra Club?”
“Yeah, maybe.”
They reached the final downward slope before 

the river, and swished through the sun-baked 
grass.  “Ah, skinny-dipping,” she said.

The notion startled him.  “What?  No!”  He felt 
his face warm.  “I mean, no, that’s not why I want-
ed to come here.”

“Pity, that.”
“Besides, they might see us.  No, I wanted to find 

out how far we could go in this direction.”
“About as far as we went last night in the tent,” 

she said smugly.  “If we stay below the crest of that 
last hillock.  Paul?”

“Yeah?”
“Just kiss me, and I’ll shut up.  I know you’ve got 

a lot to think about.  But you don’t have to worry 
about you and me, about us.”  She clutched at his 
hand again for emphasis.  “Understand?”
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“I do.”
“One more thing,” she said.  “I 

love the way you are so gentle 
with me.  But every once in a 
while I’d like you to keep in mind 
that I’m not made of spun glass.  
I won’t break.”

“Um,” he said.  “I, ah . . . to 
borrow from double-o seven, 
you want to be taken, not in-
terred.”

She groaned, then glared at 
him.  “That was an unspeakable 
pun.  You are so going to pay for 
it.  Now, shut me up.”

He kissed her.
“You can do better than that,” 

she pouted.
He could, and he did.

The river purled past them, on 
its way to the ocean.  Though 
the dusty yellow-orange sun 
had sunk halfway down to the 
horizon, it cast enough heat on 
Paul and Alexandra to keep them 
perspiring well after they had 
finished causing themselves to 
sweat.  Sprawled now on the 
makeshift bed of their clothing, 
they each fell into their own 
reveries.  Paul’s, to his cha-
grin, focused not on the young 
woman beside him, but on their 
current plight.  He felt as if there 
were some essential ingredient 
that continued to elude him; 
that if he could identify it, every-
thing here would suddenly make 
sense.  

Someone, Paul was certain, 
had managed to control a little 
portion of the environment.  Or 
had established the semblance 
of control.  The hunting group 
had intruded—or had been 
made to intrude—into this 
portion, and to affect or plan to 

affect that control.  Their actions 
were akin to jamming a stick 
through the spokes of a moving 
bicycle.

“Gyroscope,” Paul said sudden-
ly, and sat bolt upright, startling 
Alexandra.  Her dove-gray eyes 
peered up at him, squinting in 
the sunlight.

“The environment here is 
like a gyroscope,” he expanded.  
“We’ve been sticking things in 
the spokes.  It’s off-kilter.”

“The environment anywhere,” 
Alexandra put in.  As unself-con-
scious as Paul, she sat up and 
drew her knees up, wrapping her 
arms around her legs.  “I think I 
see what you mean,” she went 
on.  “In the past two days we’ve 
made adjustments to our sur-
roundings, all of them without 
giving any thought to the effects 
those adjustments might have.”

Paul nodded.  “There’s noth-
ing inherently wrong in plant-
ing a berry vine bramble for 
cultivation and harvesting,” he 
said, more thinking out loud 
than speaking to her.  “But we 
planted ours without planning, 
without asking ourselves what 
it would do to our surroundings.  
We sprayed it with a quasi-in-
secticide without asking what 
it would do to the ground, to 
ourselves, and to our digestive 
systems.  We’re going to burn 
the grasslands to make room for 
crops.  Crops which in fact we 
don’t even have seeds for.  We’re 
going to burn coal unnecessari-
ly.  Each thoughtless act upsets 
the balance of the gyroscope.  
Remember those toys we used 
to have as kids?”

“Um . . . no.  But I know what 
one looks like,” she added quick-

ly.
“You could start them up by 

pulling on a string, like on a top, 
and stand them on the point of 
a pencil,” said Paul.  “No matter 
how you tilted the pencil, the 
gyroscope remained vertical.  As 
long as it was spinning, anyway.  
A bicycle wheel is just another 
gyroscope, but on its edge.  As 
long as you keep pedaling, the 
bicycle remains upright.”  He 
laughed, and said, “And so 
does the rider.  But poke a stick 
through the wheel, and off you 
go.  We’ve been doing that to 
the environment here.”

Alexandra shook her head.  
“But that doesn’t explain the rise 
in ocean level,” she objected.  “I 
mean, yeah, on a large scale, the 
things we do can affect it.  They 
are affecting it.”

“Pop’s corporation has been 
quietly buying up land five to 
ten miles from the coastlines 
for years now,” he said.  “New 
waterfront properties.  They’ll be 
worth a lot more.”

“That’s sick.”
“No, that’s profit.  I don’t really 

blame him for that.  It’s a good 
financial move.  But his corpora-
tion has also been doing things 
to the environment to cause 
those coastlines to change.  In ig-
norance, I’m sure; Pop is neither 
malevolent nor malicious.  Thing 
is, I doubt he’d stop even if he 
grasped the principle of environ-
mental cause and effect.”

“But the rise in ocean level 
here,” Alexandra persisted.  
“How does that fit in?”

“That,” said Paul, “is a very 
good question.  Maybe it hasn’t 
actually risen.”

“I don’t understand.”
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“I’m not sure I do, either.  I 
think it has to do with the mech-
anism by which they control 
this little portion of the environ-
ment.”

“They?”
As if on cue, they heard Skin-

ner’s voice.  It sounded close by, 
as if he were standing on the 
other side of the hill.

“Don’t worry, I won’t look,” 
Skinner called.  “But I would ask 
you two to get dressed now, 
please.”

* * *
“I can’t wait to read this diary 

entry,” said Alexandra, as she 
climbed back into her jeans.  

Paul chuckled, and fastened 
his belt.  Her calling it a diary in-
stead of a journal endeared her 
to him.  She “got” him in ways 
no one else had done.  But when 
they reached civilization again, 
what then?  His face sobered as 
he looked at her.  Insignificant 
for the moment were the per-
sonal problems he faced with his 
father, or their present isolation, 
even the strange man waiting on 
the other side of the hill to hear 
from them again.  

Yet what did he really know 
about her?  Like himself, she was 
in her last semester, he at Mich-
igan, she at Wisconsin.  He had 
been compelled to major in Busi-
ness Administration by his father, 
but he had added a second 
major in Environmental Studies 
on his own, and in opposition to 
him.  As far as he could recollect, 
Geology was her major, glacial 
geology her specialty.  She had a 
second major, but it eluded his 
memory.  Still, where did that 
leave them?  He avoiding what 
his father declared as his duty 

by going off instead on a Green-
peace mission to save the blue 
whales?  She at a post in Antarc-
tica, studying glacial progression 
and calving?

“I thought I had put a smile on 
your face,” said Alexandra.

“Post-coital lassitude,” he told 
her.

“My, aren’t we clinical.”
Paul laughed, despite his 

mood.
“I told you not to worry about 

you and me,” she reminded him.  
“We can work this out.”  She 
paused, and added, flashing a 
grin, “Except on game day.”

“Game day?”
“You’re a Wolverine, I’m a 

Badger.”
“Oh.  Right.”  He gazed to-

ward the crest of the hill and 
said, “We’d better see what he 
wants.”

She tugged at his arm to stop 
him from calling out to Skinner.  
“What do you want?” she asked.

“Seriously.”
“Yes, seriously.”
“You,” said Paul, without hesi-

tation.
“Boom,” said Alexandra.
* * *
They called out to Skinner that 

they were now presentable.  The 
taciturn man quickly appeared 
on the crest of the hill and 
strode down to them.  Seen up 
close, his long, ruddy face was 
darkened by a week’s worth of 
stubble.  But there was a touch 
of mirth in his pale eyes as he 
shook hands with Paul, then with 
Alexandra.

“We should sit down,” Skinner 
suggested.  “This may take a 
while.”

The three of them moved to 

the riverbank and made them-
selves as comfortable as possible 
on the rough grass.  Paul was 
feeling a touch of embarrass-
ment.  How long had Skinner 
been waiting on the other side 
of the hill?  What had he . . . 
heard?  A glance at Alexandra 
told him she was asking herself 
the same questions.

“About two hours,” said Skin-
ner.  “I heard what I needed to 
hear.”

Paul started.  Alexandra said, 
“Please don’t tell me you’re 
telepathic.”

Skinner smiled.  Paul thought 
it was the first time he had seen 
the man smile.

“Hardly,” said Skinner.  “But 
I’d be astonished if you both 
didn’t have the same unspoken 
question, under the circum-
stances.”  He leaned back on 
the grass, arms braced behind 
him.  “You’ve almost put it all 
together, Paul,” he went on, 
adding with another smile, this 
one directed at Alexandra, “with 
some very good insights from 
you.  I particularly enjoyed the 
gyroscope analogy.  Most apt.  
What you two are seeing—
some of what you’re seeing—is 
holographic.  You’ve already 
located much of the boundary.  
The remainder runs just on the 
other side of the river, which is 
real.  Beyond that is actually a 
forest, much like the one next to 
your camp.  The wind you feel is 
forced air circulating around the 
perimeter.  As you’ve surmised, 
it is virtually impenetrable.  We 
didn’t want any of you to wander 
off . . . or to throw yourselves off 
the cliff.  The sun’s color is affect-
ed by the projection.  By the way, 
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on a lighter note, those berries 
tend to give you what we call 
the trots, as Mr. Talbot should be 
finding out fairly soon.”

Alexandra laughed.  Paul 
asked, “How are you generating 
the field?”

“It cost a bit of money, of 
course,” Skinner answered 
readily.  “We shut it off for a 
few hours each day in the early 
morning.  The holographic gen-
erator is inside the plane, which 
is why I generally discouraged 
anyone from going in there.  
Especially you two.”

Alexandra’s pale brow wrin-
kled.  “Why us?”

“Because we were the tar-
gets of this exercise,” Paul said 
suddenly, having just made a 
connection.  “Not my dad, or 
yours.”  

“But why?”
Paul looked to Skinner, who 

said, “You can lead a corporate 
executive to the truth, but you 
cannot force him to accept it.  A 
nice little truism.  ‘Nice’ in its 
original meaning, that is to say.  
To your father, Quietearth is just 
another radical fringe organi-
zation bent on pelting various 
upper management individuals 
with spoiled cabbage and toma-
toes.”  He laughed lightly, and 
went on, “Not that we haven’t 
done that, but there are those 
of us who realize that to elicit a 
lasting and useful response, we 
have to have both demonstrative 
proof and a rational program.  
You can’t just shut down refin-
eries, or EMP every vehicle that 
has electronic ignition—which 
is just about all of them these 
days—or stop mining coal.  Nor 
should you want to; there is 

a happy medium that can be 
reached.  There are those of us 
at Quietearth who are working 
on relevant proposals based on 
our independent studies.  In the 
meantime, someone needs to . . 
. let’s say ‘cultivate sensibility’ in 
the minds of those who have the 
power to effect change quickly 
enough to do some good, yet 
slowly enough to cause no more 
than the maximum acceptable 
disruption.  Obviously, that’s a 
fine line to walk.”

“You said ‘someone,’” said 
Alexandra.  “Not Quietearth, 
then?”

Skinner turned to Paul.  
“Would your father give us a 
hearing?” he asked.

“He wouldn’t want you in the 
same zip code,” replied Paul.

“But he might give Paul a hear-
ing,” Alexandra cried suddenly.  
Her face glowed with her eureka 
moment.  “That’s what this is all 
about.”

“Especially,” added Skinner, “if 
you have something simple and 
demonstrable to show him.”

“Like the rise in ocean level,” 
said Paul.  

“And the fall of it,” Skinner put 
in.  “Before I came out here, I 
listened.  He wasn’t happy.  But 
he told the others they were go-
ing to hold off on the burn, and 
use fallen trees for firewood.  He 
even got his wife to wash off the 
leaves of the berry vine, not that 
that will make the berries more 
edible.  That’s not the point.”

“So the ocean level is,” began 
Paul.

“Part of the illusion,” said 
Skinner.  “Oh, there is an ocean 
there.  You felt the spray.  But it’s 
about twenty feet below the cliff.  

And the projection will show 
that presently.”

“How,” said Alexandra.  She 
licked her lips and tried again.  
“How did you manage all this?  
I mean, holograms and . . . illu-
sions and who knows . . . ?”

A faint smile toyed with the 
corners of Skinner’s mouth.  “We 
had a lot of help from some folks 
in Marin County,” he admitted.  
“Of course, it helps that we’re 
now a tax-deductible organiza-
tion.”

“Where exactly are we?” Paul 
asked.

“Near Punta Herrera, on the 
Yucatan coast.  No, you would 
not have spotted the volcano 
smoke.”

“Omigod,” cried Alexandra.  
Her eyes widened in horror as 
she regarded Skinner.  “You got 
the pilot killed, just to set this 
up.  You’re a—”

Skinner quickly shook his head.  
“We’ve taken great pains to keep 
all of you safe,” he told her.  “As 
Paul here learned first-hand.  
No, Roberto Dario is very much 
alive.  He’s not just a pilot, he’s a 
stunt pilot, and a very good one.  
Works for indie films, mostly.  
He knows how to crash.  You’ll 
see him again when we reach 
our support camp, about half 
a kilometer beyond the wind 
barrier.”  He looked from Paul 
to Alexandra and back again.  
“Well, someone has to fly you 
out of here.”

“An illusion,” said Barrow.
He and Paul were standing 

near the precipice that over-
looked the ocean, with the sun 
about to set.  Twenty feet below 
them, waves continued their 
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slow erosion of the rocks. 
A lesson, corrected Paul, think-

ing to himself.  It would not do 
to rub his father’s nose too hard 
in the mess he had made.  Little 
steps, Adrian Skinner had said.  
We’re in a hurry, but we have 
time if we keep putting one foot 
in front of the other.  This was a 
first step.  One of many.

“A consequence, Pop,” Paul 
said aloud.  “A connection.”

Barrow slowly nodded.  “I’m 
beginning to grasp that.  But 
you’re suggesting that I close 
down CommEarth.  That we 
close down the corporations—”

 “No.”
“. . . and the manufacturing—”
“No.”
“. . . and millions of people will 

lose their livelihood—”
“No, Pop, that’s not—”
Barrow turned to him and said 

softly, “Would you please just 
hear me out?”

Paul grinned.  “Of course, 
Pop,” he relented.

“What you’re suggesting is a 
radical change that will destroy 
the country and society as we 
know it.   Don’t you like the life 
you have?  Don’t you appreciate 
your education, your car . . . your 
ribeye steaks?”

“I love ribeyes, Pop.  I’m just 
not willing to use the Earth as a 
dump for animal waste, to say 
nothing of adding methane to 
the atmosphere, the smell of 
meat-processing plants located 
too close to the cities, the . . . I 
don’t want to go on and on.”  

He gazed out at the real ocean.
Moments later, Barrow cleared 

his throat.  “You seem to have 
cemented a relationship with 
Alexandra,” he said, in the tone 

of a friendly observation.
Paul decided to be blunt.  “If 

you’re referring to last night and 
this afternoon,” he responded, 
“that’s really a small part of 
it.  I keep a diary; you call it a 
journal.  She calls it a diary.  Not 
because it’s a diary or a journal, 
but because it’s what I call it.  
She accepts my frame of refer-
ence.  She’s compatible in ways I 
cannot even begin to express to 
you.  Yes, there are differences.  
Education, university, upbring-
ing.  I can’t imagine what it must 
be like to be raised by someone 
who is not your parent and who 
regards you as being in the way, 
as she has been raised.  It makes 
me appreciate you and Mom, 
together all these years.  But 
again, that’s a little thing.  Life is 
really a series of little things.  Big 
things only obscure that.  

“And what we do to the 
environment is a series of little 
things.  A plastic milk carton 
here, a cigarette butt out the 
window there.  Burning sulfu-
rous coal because it’s less expen-
sive than anthracite.  Manufac-
turing incrementally improved 
smart phones—like the ones 
your CommEarth manufactures 
in China.”

“What’s wrong with—?”
“The primary difference 

between the Polara 6 and the 
Polara 5 is that the Six accom-
modates ten—count them, 
ten—more apps than the Five.  
The Five accommodated sixteen 
more than the Four, which was 
geared to five hundred apps, 
or hundreds more than most 
people can keep track of.  All 
three models came out in the 
past eighteen months.  What a 

waste!”
“It makes money for us,” Bar-

row protested.
“Yeah.  Pop, it’s not one thing 

and it’s not just CommEarth.  It’s 
Red-Bands replacing Blue-Rays 
replacing DVDs replacing VHS—”

Barrow shook his head.  “Tech-
nological development, that’s 
all.”

“Pop,” sighed Paul, “we’ve 
had Red-Band technology since 
VHS came out.  We just held it 
back to make more incremental 
money.  But again, that’s just 
one symptom.  It’s a lot of little 
things.”  He sighed again.  “To 
fix it, we have to take one step 
here and one step there, so their 
effects accumulate like a down-
hill snowball.  No, we can’t shut 
things down.  Yes, the end result 
might well be the radical change 
that you fear so much.  But 
that’s a couple centuries or more 
into the future.  It’s a big change, 
but over time people will adapt.  
If we do things right, the effects 
of most incremental changes will 
be minimal.  You won’t realize 
you’ve traveled until you arrive 
at your destination.”

His father, uncharacteristically, 
did not respond.  

Maybe he’s mulling it over, 
Paul thought.  It’s a beginning.  
Now to get him involved . . . 

“Pop, you’re worth six billion 
dollars.  People will listen to 
you.”

Barrow stared at him.  “Seven 
billion, thank you.”

“I know.”  Paul faked a down-
cast look.  “I was kind of hoping 
for an allowance.”

Incredibly, Paul felt his father’s 
arm slip around his shoulders.  
They began walking slowly back 
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to the encampment.  “I was thinking more along 
the lines of a wedding gift, if it comes to that.  Or 
perhaps if you had it now, it might lead to that.  
What would you do with it?”

Paul shrugged.  “Set up a trust fund to disperse it 
where it’s needed.”

“Always the sensible one.  You are going back to 
the university, right?”

“I have to keep up with Sandy . . . I mean Alexan-
dra.”

Barrow stopped, and Paul with him.
“As for people listening to me,” Barrow said.  “I 

do know two or three senators who are up for 
re-election next year.  And . . . other people.”

“Seriously.”
Barrow nodded.  “I won’t say I’ll agree with 

everything you think, Paul.  But it might be useful 
if you formed some sort of consultancy, to advise 
me on where we should and should not develop.  I 
might not take the advice; in fact, it’s doubtful that 
I will.  But . . .”

“But it’s a little step,” said Paul.  “And Com-
mEarth would be leading the way.”

Barrow grinned.  “That thought had occurred to 

me.”
Alexandra spotted their return, and walked out 

to meet them.  She disengaged Paul from his fa-
ther, and led him aside.

“Did you two have a nice talk?” she asked.
“He thinks I should start an environmental con-

sultancy for corporations,” Paul answered.  “I think 
I agree.”

Her eyes brightened.  “Want some really really 
long-term help?”

“Boom,” said Paul.
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